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Introduction
Mr. Jackson is an artist born. Neither [Adolphel Braun or [William!
England in the Alps ever did further justice to fine scenery than Mr.
Jackson has done to the beauties of the Great Yellowstone. The snow-
clad mountains, the roaring rivers, the tangled foliage, the great hot
springs, some of them in violent action, throwing water some sixty
feet high, the great canyons, the roaring cascades, the placid lakes,
the craters ofGrand Geyser, the basins of the hot springs with their
fantastic formations of crust, the mud puffs, and the dizzy crags are
all most faithfully caught and brought to our table, without any trial
on our part with stubborn pack-mules, alkaline dust, limestone
water, or dizzy,wearying heights to climb. The negatives are as neat
and clean as if made under the most favorable circumstances, and
withal the points chosen were directed by an artists skill and good
taste. Alpine scenery could not be more enjoyable or more strangely
excite the desires of one whommountain climbing is a fascination, as
it is to us. We have never seen a more charming series of Western
views.1
The enthusiasm that the editors of the PhiladelphiaPhotographer showed
forWilliam Henry Jackson's 1872 Yellowstone views reflects the complex level of
perception and understanding towhich photography had arrived by late mid-
century. Although Jackson had been commissioned as official photographer to
the Geological Survey of the Territories to gather visual documentation for the
surveyto be an objective documentarianhis photographs simultaneously
depicted the artistic beauty of the region and, through their realistic illustration,
transported the viewer to the far-away place.
This multiplicity ofmeaning was a relatively new characteristic of
photography. Prior to the 1850s,when daguerreotypy dominated the world of
photography, viewing the photograph was a private experience between viewer
and object. The non-reproducible daguerreotype, commissioned by a client as a
personal memento, was an elegant and precious object preserved behind glass in
a small case to be viewed and adored by the owner.
1 PhiladelphiaPhotographer X (February 1873): 64.
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With the popularization of the negative process, however, photography
changed. Numerous prints could be made from one photographic exposure,
making the practice more lucrative for business people and generating
photographic imagery that could be put to many uses. By the close of the Civil
War, America had become a visual societywhere mass
produced'
imagery
illustrated the news, contextualized public and historic events, entertained the
family, and madeworld travellers out ofviewers in the comfort of their own
homes.
The photograph had become amulti-faceted text' which could have
differentmeanings under different circumstances, causing conflicts of
interpretation to become a factor. How could one photograph, for example, taken
for a distinct purpose, be featured as propaganda, documentation, personal
memento, and art, all at the same time? As historians tried towrite the history of
photography, resolving these conflicts of perception has been a difficult task.
WilliamHenry Jackson's career is a good example of the conflicts endemic to
interpreting photographs.
Jackson's objective in photography was always primarily entrepreneurial
in that he made photographs that appealed to his constituency: whether thatwas
themarketplace or his superiors on the national survey. This photographer,who
gave up his artistic aspirations to earn a living in photography, could never have
jeopardized his business by taking an unconventional, personalized view of the
landscape.
Nevertheless, Jackson did have an appreciation for the artistic traditions
in American landscape painting of the period and was able to employmany of
these features in his photographic style. Scholars have historically found it
difficult to resolve these seemingly contradictory factors in Jackson'swork. Most
of the existing studies of Jackson portray him either as a successful commercial
ill
documentarian or as an artist. While both of these interpretations are viable,
singling one out as representative of his entire career either neglects Jackson's
significant commercial success or suggests that the photographic style he
developedwas just incidentally related to landscape painting of the period.2
The key to Jackson's success as a photographerwas his ability to combine
these factors, to employ artistic conventionswhile making photographs thatmet
the desires of an existing marketplace. In so doing Jackson created a new
aesthetic language in photography to illustrate the American wilderness.
By 1871,when Jackson made his firstvisit to the Yellowstone, Americans
were becoming familiarwith the limits of the frontier. With the completion of
the transcontinental railroad in 1869,western travelwas no longer reserved for
the elite fewwith money. Business growth brought great numbers of national
and international immigrants to the west in search ofwork, cities boomed, towns
grew, and farmers and ranchers began to encroach on thewilderness that only a
few years before had seemed remote and plentiful. It became clear that the
countrywas changing and people began to realize that the American wilderness
did not continue forever, itwas becoming rare and therefore valuable.
Throughout the 19th century the American frontier landscape was used as
a metaphor for the ideals of the country in painting and literature. By 1869
Americans had developed a cultural pride in the land that represented their new,
vibrant, democratic country full of opportunity and plenty. In the 1870s
however,when settlements encroached on the open land and land ownership was
regulated, the idea of preserving the outstanding areas of the west in parks and
2 Major publications on Jackson or with significant sections on him include; Robert
Taft's PhotographyandtheAmerican Scene, 1942: Clarence S. Jackson's PictureMaker
oftheOldWest, 1947; Beaumont Newhall's and Diana
Edkins' W. H. Jackson, 1974;
John Szarkowski's American landscapes, 1981; Weston Naefs et al EraofExploration,
1975; and Peter
Hales' WilliamHenryJackson andtheTransformation oftheAmerican
West, 1988.
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preserves gained popularity. In his photography Jackson became a part of this
preservation idea making photographs that depicted an open, untouched
landscape thereby continuing to illustrate the mythological image of thewestern
frontier seen previously in painting and literature. This image was more popular
than one that showed the reality ofwestern settlement and the limits of the
frontier. Jackson's grand views along the Rocky Mountain range inaugurated a
tradition of photographic celebration of thewilderness thatwould continue well
into the 20th century in thework of such photographers as Ansel Adams.
When Jackson decided to become a photographer, he brought to the
enterprise both artistic awareness and business acumen thatwould serve him
well. With this awareness he was able to draw on many factors in developing his
photographic style during the early years of 1869-1871 thatmade hiswork
extremely popular for over fifty years.
I. Early Life and Influences
William Henry Jackson began his photographic career inauspiciously in
1867when, at the age of twenty-four, he opened his first photographic studio in
Omaha, Nebraska. With the Union Pacific Railroad commencing out ofOmaha, the
languid frontier town erupted into a boom town and by 1867 Omahawas one of the
major gateways to the west. Like many other photographic businesses in the
frontier, Jackson Brotherswas a place where settlers could have portraits and
views made that illustrated their prosperous farms and ranches for families back
east. Tourists passing through could purchase local views as mementos of their
travels and have likenesses of themselves made in the gallery in front of
elaborately painted backdrops. The new businessmarked a turning point in
Jackson's career since he would now occupy himselfwith themaking of
photographs and the visual exploration of the countryside rather than the
retouching or
"enhancing"
of portrait images that had sustained him in the past.
Jackson was born on April 4, 1843 in KeesviUe, New York. His family soon
settled in Troy, New Yorkwhere Jackson enjoyed the life of an average middle-
class farm boy. He received a good education and discovered early in life that his
interest and skills lay in the arts. Hismother had elementary training in
watercolor and encouraged her son's interests aswell as presenting himwith his
treasured copy of AmericanDrawingBook by J. G. Chapman.3 As ayoung adult
he had hoped to pursue his art interests seriously, however, as the first of seven
3WUliamHenry Jackson. TimeExposure: TheAutobiographyofWilliamHenryJackson
(New York: Van Rees Press, 1940; reprint ed., Albuquerque: University ofNew Mexico
Press, 1986) pp. 20-22.
children, he was facedwith the practical problem of earning a living fairly
early.
After trying a few odd jobs he had to settle for applying his artistic skills
to sign painting and screendoor painting. He recalled that in those days screen
doorswere not just utilitarian barriers to bothersome insects, butmediums for
"displaying some of the most astonishing pictorial art ever known toman."A
walk along a residential street on a summer's day revealed admirable scenes,
recalled Jackson:
Mr. Jones' parlor windows [paraded] the virtues of homelife among
the Romans; Mrs. Smith's testified to her travels through the Black
Forest and an idyllic honeymoon on Lake Lucerne; [and] Dr.
Robinson's eloquently bespoke his love of grazing cows, old mills,
andwaterfalls.4
Jackson undersold his professional competitors in this business and "got
all of thewindow screen business he could take care of . "5 He subsequently
received commissions to do more sign painting and a few backdrops for the local
theatre in Troy.
Although he aspired to be an artist, Jackson never pursued any formal art
training and hiswatercolor sketches from later years demonstrate that his
abilities as an illustratorwere limited (figures 1 and 2). Nevertheless, his
interests in art and hiswell-practiced skills endowed himwith both a useful
elementary awareness of the concepts of form and composition and a general
interest in the idea of art thatwould serve him in his later photographic career.
At the age of fifteen Jackson discovered that his artistic skills could be
applied to retouching photographs and he soon found employment doing
piecework for C. C. Schoonmaker, the leading photographer in Troy.6 As Jackson
Ibid., pp. 23-24.
5lbid.
6Ibid.. p. 25.
described it, his job was "sharpening and improving certain details of his prints
with india ink and warming them
up'
with watercolors... "7 Eventually Jackson
accepted permanent employment and left Schoonmaker in 1860 to work for Frank
Mowrey, a photographer in Rutland, Vermont. He did photographic retouching
forMowrey and painted backgrounds for studio portraits.8
Jackson leftMowrey s studio in late summer of 1862 to enlist in the army.
His division was stationed in Washington, D. C, initially encamped on East Capitol
Hill about one mile from the unfinished capitol building. In his free hours
Jackson visited the Halls ofCongress and the Smithsonian Institution studying the
only originalworks of art that he would see as a young man. "Itwas awonderful
chance,"he wrote, "for a boy from the country to see something of the great
world outside."9
After his company moved out to the Virginia countryside, Jackson spent
his free hours in camp sketching. He soon became popularwith the other young
soldiers, who, no longer having access to the tintypists in the capital city,
engaged Jackson to sketch their portraits which they sent home to friends and
family. ' Soon his senior officers took notice of his skills and assigned Jackson
to do general sketches of camp life andmap the countryside. His superiors valued
these drawings for strategic planning and gave Jackson a permanent assignment
as
'artist' for the military. ' '
When Jackson completed his service in July, 1863, he returned to Rutland
and Frank Mowrey's employ. He arranged for Mowrey to pay him by the piece so
he could take advantage of the demand for his portrait sketcheswhich had grown
7Ibid., p. 26.
8Ibid., p. 34.
9Ibid., pp. 49-50.
10Ibid.,p.52.
11 Ibid., pp. 58-59.
with the popularity of sketches he had sent home from the war. Working from a
room in the back ofMowrey's studio, he colored and retouched portraits of sons,
brothers, and husbandswho were still away atwar, or of national heros such as
General Grant, President Lincoln, and especiallyGeneral George A. Custer. In
some cases Jackson even did original oil paintings of these American heros.12
Jackson had accumulated a numbers of years experienceworking in
photography studios, and although he was never responsible for operating a
camera, he had been exposed to the photography business and picked up some of
the basic principles of the photographic process. He recalled:
While busy with my retouching I learned more and more about the
camera and the art of processing plates and making prints. I also
began to pick up a store of knowledge concerning the economics of
photography, and with it some very practical hints on pleasing the
customers. '3
In December 1864 thewell-known landscape and portrait photographer A.
F. Styles ofBurlington, Vermont invited Jackson towork as a colorist for him.14
Although Jackson's responsibilities still would not directly involve himwith
making photographs, this employmentwould prove valuable in his later career.
Jackson's responsibilities atStyles' were the same as for hisworkwith
Schoonmaker andMowrey; he would 'give
life'
to photographs with inks and oil
paint. In addition, Styles supplemented the studio business by soliciting
daguerreotypes, tintypes, and old paper prints which were in need of enlarging
and coloring. Jackson was so adept at hiswork for Styles that the photographer
included his name in his 1865 advertisement:
These [copied and enlarged photographs] finished in India Ink or Oil
by Mr. W. H. Jackson (who colors exclusively for
Styles'
Gallery) are
12Ibid., pp. 70-71.
13Ibid.,p.34.
Hlbid., pp. 73-74.
the most artistic as well as the most durable pictures that can be
made. '5
Jackson described Styles' VermontGallery ofArt as "the sort of
establishment ayoung man could be proud to work
for"
indicating that he was
quite content living in Burlington and earning 25 dollars aweek doing work he
enjoyed.16
Styleswas probably an early influence on Jackson's attitude toward
landscape photography. An accomplished businessman and landscape
photographer, Styles operated galleries in Montpelier and St. Albans in addition to
Burlington. Styles' was skilled in making photographs that appealed to the public
and his businesses profited as a consequence. His landscape stereographs of the
scenic Green Mountains ofVermont and the White Mountains of New Hampshire
were extremely popular and are part of the tradition of landscape photography
that Jackson would continue seven years laterwhen he photographed the west.
There is a striking similarity, for example, between
Styles'
stereograph of the
Suspended Boulder (figure 3), a popular site in the White Mountains, probably
taken in 1865, and Jackson's 1873 stereograph of the Natural Bridge in Colorado
(figure 4). And Styles' view "Lamoille Valley and Snake Mountain, Milton, Vt."
(figure 5) is suggestive of the way Jackson would photograph the river valleys of
Wyoming and the Yellowstone region.
In addition to his commercialwork. Styles had participated in a state
survey ofVermont in the early 1860s. Three ofhis photographic sketcheswere
translated into lithographic plates for the 1861 publication Reporton theGeology
'5For information on A. F. Styles see John Waldsmith's article "The Search for an
Enigma," in NorthlightTheJournalofthePhotographicHistoricalSocietyofAmerica
6 (Fall-Winter 1979-1980). This particular quotation from the St. Albans Daily
Messenger (April 26, 1865) is reprinted in Waldsmith. p. 7. Also see John Waldsmith,
MementoesofHome, thePhotographicLegacyofA. F. Styles, 1978, draft article, copy in
the collection of the George Eastman House library.
16Jackson, TimeExposure, pp. 74-76.
ofVermont^7 His interest in both the commercial and aesthetic aspects of
photography, combinedwith his experience of systematically documenting the
landscape, probably influenced his young assistant. Although
Styles'
views
lacked the breathtaking possibilities thatwere plentiful in thewestern landscape,
they demonstrate both an ability to compose a photograph of the landscape in an
appealing way. and an awareness ofwhat imageswould appeal to the the public-
elements thatwould later be the hallmark of Jackson's own landscape work.
By the age of 22 when he was employed by Styles. Jackson had all of the
makings of a photographer: a level of artistic awareness, business experience,
and a familiaritywith the technology of photography. But he still lacked the
compulsion to pursue photography itself. With his interest in art he was content
to
'paint' for a living and settle down in Vermont. However, a falling outwith a
young woman interrupted this comfortable life. Jackson was engaged to Caroline
Eastman, a young woman ofRutlandwho he continued to court after hismove to
Burlington. However, a quarrel in April 1866 caused Jackson so much
embarassment that he immediately resigned his jobwith Styles and boarded the
first train to New York City, leaving behind all of the friends and familywho
knew of his engagement. 1S
From the spring of 1866 through the following year Jackson travelled
across the country first driving cattle to Salt Lake City, then visiting Los Angeles,
and finally transportingwild horses back toOmaha. This year of travelling was
important for Jackson because he learned about theworld beyond his home in
Vermont. Life in the frontier west agreed with him: the possibilities, coupled
1 'Edward Hitchcock. Reporton the GeologicalSurreyoftheStateofVermont,
(Burlington, Vermont: Daily TimesOffice Print, 1857).
18Jackson, TimeExposure, p. 7 1,81.
with the level of adventure captured his interest so thatwhen he arrived in
Omaha he decided to settle down and open a business.
Jackson inquired about work with the two photographers in the town, J. H.
Hamilton and E. L. Eaton. Both expressed interest and Jackson decided to pursue a
relationshipwith Hamilton. 19 A year later, Hamilton sold his business to Jackson
and returned to his farm outside of Sioux City, Iowa. With some capital from his
father, Jackson formed a partnership with his brother Edward and established the
firm of Jackson Brothers, Photographers at the corner ofDouglas and Fifteenth
Streets in Omaha.
Edward Jackson, also aCivil War veteran, had business experience from
working in his father's shop and later as a bookkeeper and copyist in a law office.
Initially itwas agreed thatEdward would run the business and canvas for
commissions, his older brother William would continue as colorist, and Ira
Johnson, a boyhood friend of Jackson's who accompanied Edward from New York,
would take the photographs. Jackson's seventeen year old brother, Fred, also
moved out from New York and acted as general studio assistant.20
Jackson's memoirs do not make it clear when he actually startedworking
as a photographer. During his travels of 1866 - 67 he had often depended on his
skills as both a painter and a photographic colorist to earn a few dollars in the
frontier towns. When he agreed towork for J. H. Hamilton, he secured the
position based on his expertise and reputation as an excellent colorist. One
assumes that Jackson must have had experience operating the camera before he
19See William H. Jackson and Howard R. Driggs, ThePioneerPhotographer:Rocky
MountainAdventures with a CameraWw York: World Book Company, 1929) p. 57 for a
discussion of this. See also Jackson. TimeExposure, p. 171 and Peter Hales. William
HenryJackson andtheTransformationoftheAmerican Landscape, (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1988) p. 28.
20Jackson. TimeExposure, pp. 172-173 and Peter Hales, WilliamHenryfitckson andthe
Transformation oftheAmerican Landscape. Philadelphia: Temple University Press,
1988, p. 28.
bought outHamilton's business. However, thismay be an assumption made from
our contemporary vantage point. In the late 1860s. the frontierwest was
regarded as a place of plentywhere riches waited to be reaped. The suppression
of hostile Indians allowed settlements to grow and provided unlimited possibilities
for the entrepreneur. The rule was, find a need and fill it. In light of the demand
by the settlers for likenesses of themselves, their families, and their prairie
homes, photographywas as important a need as most others. The business could
prove a lucrative investment if a successful gallery could be established.
Consequently, entrepreneurs started up businesses regularly, manywithout any
photographic expertisewhatsoever.2 It is entirely possible that Jacksonwent
into the photography businesswith only the technical expertise he had acquired
from observing other photographers atwork 22
Whatever the level of his previous experience, by the middle of 1868
Jackson was operating his own photographic gallerywith Ira Johnson making
portraits and Jackson responsible for outdoor work and off-site commissions. In
1869 Jackson Brothers absorbed the rival gallery ofE. L. Eaton making them the
only, and consequently the leading, gallery in Omaha23 Jackson recalled that
21Any issue of PhiladelphiaPhotographer from this period gives a sense of the climate
of the photographyworld beyond the
"civilized"
cities of the East.Many photographers
correspondedwith the editors of thismonthly sending in examples of theirwork and
seeking critiques of both their technical and compositional skill. There are
correspondences from Jackson, A. J. Russell, and C. R. Savage among many, many
others.
22Many photographers depended on the photography periodicals asmentioned above
to help them improve their skills as photographers. In addition to the Philadelphia
Photographer, the New York supply house ofE. U H. T. Anthony put out amonthly
periodical called Anthony'sPhotographicJournal . The International Museum of
Photography atGeorge Eastman House owns a number of volumeswhich Jackson
previously owned as indicated by his signature inside the front cover. The 1870 issue of
Anthony's for example, which is signed by Jackson, contains Russell's article "On the
Mountainswith Cameraand Tripod."
23Jackson wrote in his autobiography that "As soon as [Eaton] learned aboutHamilton's
decision to retire he came around to see whether Iwouldn't buy him out too; Mr. Eaton
also pined for
Iowa."
pg. 172. See Hales, WilliamHenryJackson, p.304 fn. for further
discussion on this point.
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for the firstyear they stuck pretty close to the usual work of gallery
photographers; straight portrait jobs, group pictures of lodges, church societies,
and political clubs, and outdoor shots "that gratified civic
pride."They also
received commissions to photograph shop fronts and interiors, aswell as new
homes or barns with livestock prominently displayed.24
Very soon Jackson came to feel the confinement ofworking only in the
city on predictable and rather routine commissions. He longed for the sense of
adventure he had tasted the year before on his overland trip. "The business paid
well
enough,"
he wrote, "but itwas hardly exciting. "25 In search ofvariety and
the kind of imagery thatwould interest his clientele, Jackson began to
photograph the local Indians in their own environment (figures 6-8). To do this
work he devised a travelling darkroom by securing a frame box to a buggy chassis
and equipping itwith awater tank, sink, developing pan, and othermaterials
essential to wet-plate photography. He travelled around the outskirts ofOmaha
photographing the Indianswho lived in the area and along the Platte and
Missouri Rivers.26
Jackson enjoyed his travels around Omaha and found the photographs of
local Indians appealed to his customers, but he soon realized that he had to
enlarge his negative file if his photographic businesswere going to prosper.
With the increased popularity of the stereograph there seemed to be no limit to
the appetite for photographs in all sizes of unusual places and people around the
world. Especially popular were views of the Americanwest and the building of
the transcontinental railroad.
24Jackson. TimeExposure, p. 173
23lbid.
26Ibid., p. 173.
In the spring of 1869, the Central Pacific Railroad, which ran west from
San Francisco,was joinedwith the Union Pacific Railroad running east from
Omaha, at Promontory, Utah creating the first transcontinental railroad in the U.
S. With San Francisco and Omaha linked by the first safe and relatively speedy
and comfortable means of transcontinental travel, the railroad businessmen
looked to tourism as the next opportunity for profit. They soon realized that the
photograph, especially in the form of the stereograph, was a superb means for
promoting the wonders that could be viewedwhen one venturedwest on the
train.27 The railroad companies commissioned 'official' photographers to record
the ceremonies of the two trainsmeeting in remote Utah; Andrew J. Russell for
the the U.P.RR. and Alfred A. Hart for the C.PRR. The railroads continued to
commission photographers such asRussell andHart towork for them or they
accommodated independent photographerswho wanted to fill their negative files
with the profitable railroad imagery. To entice photographers the railroads often
offered various combinations of free passes, luxurious accommodations, and
contracts to buy a certain number ofviews. Railroad photographswere quickly
becoming a standard portion of anywestern photographer's catalogue of views.28
27Susan Walther notes that riding the train and looking at the scenery out of the small
windowwas verymuch a practice like that of viewing photographs. Waltherwrote,
"There is a reciprocity established between the railroad and the landscape. The railroad
makes the landscape accessible and provides avisual analogy for its natural
forms."
See "Railroad in theWestern Landscape;
1865-1900," in TheRailroadin theLandscape:
1850-1950 (Wellesley, Mass.: Wellesley College, 1981) p. 47.
28Charles R. Savage and Charles W. Carter, photographers from Salt Lake City made
many railroad views. Savagewas also at Promontory and photographed the driving of
the golden spike. Carleton E. Watkins and Eadweard J. Muybridge from San Francisco
made many views of the railroad and sites along it throughoutCalifornia. Theirwork
was published by Thomas Houseworth & Co., and Bradley and Rulofson, of San Francisco
and by the New York firm ofE. 6c H.T. Anthony. Some photographers, such as John
Carbutt, made special trips from the East to photograph along the railroad and had their
work published by publishing firms such as those listed above or self-published. See
WilliamDarrah. The WorldofStereographsiGettysbucg, PA.: W. C. Darrah. Publisher) p.
96, 185. and Susan Walther. TheRailroadin theAmerican Landscape, pp. 39 - 40.
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With a sharp eye toward the demands of the market, Jackson planned a trip
along the new Union Pacific Railroad from Omaha to Salt Lake City. He recognized
the public's excitement over the new iron horse' and knew that the addition of
railroad views to his collection would be a profitable venture. It is unclear
whether Jackson set out on his 1869 tripwith a commission for views or whether
he received a commission after he was on the road.2^ In any case, in the summer
of 1869 he planned to travel to Salt Lake City on the new railroad. He would work
hisway back to Omahamaking views and capture on his photographic plates the
wonders of the land that he had covered by foot in previous years.
A possible motivating force for arranging this railroad tourwas the man
who would be Jackson's assistant on the trip, Arundel C. Hull.30 Hull had operated
a photography studio in St. Cloud, Minnesota for three years during the Civil War.
In 1866, seduced by the romance of the frontierwest, he sold all of his belongings
and headed for Omaha. There he set aboutmaking pictures of street scenes and
buildings and found employment as a portrait photographer for the studio ofE. L.
Eaton. Hull stayedwith Eaton until the Spring of 1867when he set out to
photograph in thewestern territories ofColorado, Wyoming, and Utah. While
Hullwas away Jackson arrived in Omaha, and, by the time Hull returned in the
29In his autobiography and in the PioneerPhotographerJackson makes no mention of
any commission of photographs for this trip.However, in his journal entry of 23
August 1869 hewrote that he received a letter from his brother Ed "enclosing one from
aNew Yorkman who wants 10,000 of [?] Union Pacificviews."In his book The Worldof
StereographsWilliam Darrah wrote that "So popularwere stereoviews issued by
Jackson Brothers that IE. & H. T.lAnthony purchased (1869) 10,000 prints formounting
on standard
cards."
p. 91. In her chronology on Jackson in the NewhaUmonograph
DianaEdkinswrote that Jackson received a commission from E. U H. T. Anthony for
10,000 stereoviews in 1869. See BeaumontNewhaU and DianaEdkins. WilliamH. Jackson
(FortWorth: The Amon CarterMuseum ofWestern Art andMorgan &Morgan, 1974) p.
137. See Hales, WilliamHenryJackson, for further information on Jackson's sales
during this trip. pp. 42-43.
30For biographical information on Hull see Shutters West by Nina Hull Miller (Denver:
Sage Books. 1962).
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fall of 1868, he was able to find employment as a portrait photographer at Jackson
Brothers gallery.
When Hull returned to Omahahe was an experiencedwestern
photographer, and Jackson smeeting and employmentofHull was very likely
important in Jackson's decision to pursuewestern photography. Hull brought
valuable experience in his knowledge of the equipment necessary for travelling
formanymonths on photographic excursions. Apart from his Indian
photographs, Jackson had little experience working in the field and even less
photographing the landscape. A summer spent camping and photographing in
the wilderness along the railroad presentedmore of a logistical challenge than
the daily trips into the countryside around Omaha to which Jackson was
accustomed. Hull knewwhat to expectwhen photographing the rugged western
landscape, the requisite materials and equipment, and how best to transport them.
He would prove an able and valuable assistant.
On June 23. 1869 Jackson and Hull stepped off the train into the wild boom
town ofCheyenne.Wyoming Territory. The railroad provided the photographers
with passes to get on and off the train as desired so they could make views along
the way at any point. To cover daily expenses while riding the rails the twomen
acted as itinerant photographers in the towns taking pictures of the people, their
homes, and commercial buildings and selling the views to local patrons. The work
in Cheyennewas so profitable that Jackson abandoned his original plan of
travelling directly to Salt Lake City, and he and Hullworked theirwaywestward.
While Hull provided a level of practical experience that Jackson didn't
possess, Jackson had a superior business sense for the type of imagery thatwould
appeal to the public. Hull's photographs from his 1867 trip show the railroad and
the settlements that sprung up along the right-of-way as desolate prairie towns
with theirmakeshift architectural structures and their notorious citizenry of
12
thieves and drunks. The lawlessness that characterized, and terrorized, the wild
west is depicted in views of tough men with six-guns in their belts, and in the
common sight ofmen who were hanged for theirmisdeeds. Hull had
photographed the towns and landscape as he came upon themwith little regard
for style or the demands of the market. His view was distinctly reportorial,
depicting a harsh and uncompromising region (figures 9-12).
Jackson, on the other hand, understood that a romanticized view of the
west as characterized in painting and literature of the period was amore
marketable product. For example,when Hull and Jackson disembarked the train
in Wasatch, Utah, Jackson recalled in his journal that the first thing they saw was
a blackman hanging from a telegraph pole.3 * He described the scene in detail
but never mentioned photographing it. Instead Jackson devoted himself to
making views thatmet his clientele's preconceived ideas about how the area
should look.
3 Jackson. Journal, 29 June 1869.
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II. The Yest Along The Union Pacific Railroad. 1869
During his railroad trip Jackson would begin to see how the traditions of
his artistic interests could be mergedwith the conventions of the marketplace to
form a personal photographic style. This union would be exceedingly significant
in the success of Jackson's career andwould sustain him as a prosperous
photographer for more than fifty years.
With a keen eye toward the demands of the photographic marketplace,
Jackson was aware of, and influenced by, factors ofAmerican culture which
informed the contemporary visual language. Several of these factorswill be
discussed since they form the context for the development of Jackson's
photographic style.
1 ) The influence of the American landscape painting tradition, both in
terms of the paintings themselves, and the cultural attitude toward the American
landscape that created this tradition, was important to Jackson's choice of subject
matter and the style he employed to illustrate it.
2) Traditions of popular photographywere also important to Jackson since
stylistic features could be adopted fromwhat had become a popular visual
language, to create amarketable photographic style. Particular influenceswere
American landscape stereography, the boom inwestern travel after the
establishment of the railroads, and the guidebooks that directed the traveller.
3) Aesthetic conventions stemming from the technical aspects of the
collodion wet-plate process and traditions ofCivil War photographywere
important influences on Jackson since they both contributed to a prevailing
visual language that existedwhen Jackson began photography in the late 1860s.
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4) Previous railroad photographerswere also important since they
established the market inwhich Jackson, in his earlywork, tried to succeed.
Especially important to Jackson was thework of A. J. Russell.
Each of these factors influenced the development of Jackson's photographic style
and are important considerations in forming an understanding of his career.
The genesis of the American attitude toward nature andwilderness is an
important factor in understanding the market for landscape photographs in the
post-Civil War period. In the 1830s Americans began to develop a national
awareness, defined, in part, by the American landscape. Inaugurated by the
legends and appealing histories presented in thewritings of James Fenimore
Cooper and Washington Irving, the poetry ofWilliam Cullen Bryant, and the
paintings ofThomas Cole, a cultural heritage emerged that embodied the image of
the unique and rugged wilderness of the new country.
This image represented the Americans' pioneer spirit. Through the
landscape, Americans could express their heroic values ofmanifest destiny,
prosperity for the hardworking common man, and faith in the power of science
and technology. This new image symbolized the new America and set it apart
from the perceived outmoded traditions and tired conventions of the oldworld, as
illustrated in the history paintings and views of antiquities favored in Europe and
Britain.
Thomas Cole was one of the earliest painters in America to turn to nature
as the source for personal expression in painting. In 1825 - 26when he began to
paint the Hudson River Valley and the Catskills, he borrowed from the European
landscape tradition but cultivated in the image an illustration of his religious
conviction and desire for personal expression. As JoshuaTaylorwrote, Cole
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"historiated an environment that never before had belonged to art."32 By the
early 1830s, other young painters had adopted Cole's interest in nature as the
source of art and explored the valley of the Hudson River and the Catskill
Mountains for subjectmatter. However, these Hudson River School painters, as
they came to be known, emphasized through theirwork andwritings the value of
nature over art. They encouraged their colleagues to express nature as they saw
it and allow the accurate delineation of the scene to "educate the soul."With this
in mind, American artists took a new, anti-academic point of view about art,
wherein they looked to nature for inspiration instead of following an art theory
based on past artistic traditions.
John Ruskin's ModernPainters, published in America in 185033, found a
devoted following among these young Americans. Written as a defense of the
painting by J. M. W. Turner, the book appealed to American artists for its
exaltation of nature over art, and condemnation of past artists, such as the French
Claude Lorrain,who, while observing nature carefully, allowed their art to
eclipse nature itself.
Many of these American artistswere skilled craftsmen who could transfer
their interests and abilities to the arts quite readily in a culturewhere the arts
reflected humble social values. Asher B. Durand, Worthington Whittredge,
Thomas Doughty, and J. F. Kensett for example, were engravers, leatherworkers,
and technicianswhile others, such as Samuel F. B. Morse, CharlesWillson Peale,
Martin Johnson Heade, and John J. Audubon were artist/scientists. When the
objectives of science and artwere so closely aligned, the new technology of
32JoshuaC.Taylor. AmericaasArL (New York: Harper U Row, Publishers, 1976) p. 107.
33John Ruskin. Modern Painters 1st American ed. from 3rd London ed., rev. (New York:
J. Wiley, 1850-52).
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photographywas perceived bymany as the perfectmeans for making
scientifically accurate, and therefore progressive, art.
The image of the landscape in various formswould continue to symbolize
American culture in the arts through the 1880s. Inwestern exploration of the
1860s and 1870s the values that the eastern landscape image had reflected would
only be intensified upon the discovery and the illustration, particularly in
photography, of the grandeur of the west. Thiswas particularly strong in
western landscape photography.
The stereograph was by far the most popular format for viewing landscape
photographs during the latter half of the nineteenth century. The almost
identical two prints mounted side-by-side on a single card could be viewed
through lenses in an apparatus called a stereoscope,which fused the two pictures
into a three dimensional scene giving the viewer the impression theywere
looking through a magical window. The stereoscope and stereographs constituted
the dominant parlor entertainment of the late nineteenth century bringing the
wonders of the world into the middle-class home much as the television does
today. Few householdswould have missed the opportunity to view the natural
wonders of their own country through this fascinating technology.
The tradition of accurately illustrating naturewhich began in painting
coincidedwith the technical features of the stereograph such that the stylistic
elements from painting could be employed to the same effect in stereographs.
Stereographs of the American landscape became popular in photography of the
northeast during the 1850s and early 1860s. In fact, views of the White and Green
Mountainswere almost exclusively made in stereo format (figures 3 and 5).
"Because of the sensation of depth created in
stereographs,"
wrote Thomas
Southall, "theywere unmatched in their illusionistic realism, and seemed
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especially appropriate for the recording of the great range of detail present in
most landscape subjects."34 The three-dimensional effect would be emphasized
with rocks, logs, or bushes and flowers in the foreground directing the viewer to
the main focus in the center of the composition. The image would often include a
figure, and the scene would be arranged before an atmospheric background.
The popularity of the stereograph was at its height in America in the late
1860s and 1870s. No serious photograph purveyorwould have considered
eliminating stereographs from their trade list until early in the twentieth
centurywhen the public demand for this formatwaned. Jackson was no
exception to this rule. He set out on his 1869 railroad trip to enlarge his negative
file in both stereo and 8x10 inch format. Along the way he received a commission
for 10,000 stereos35 and we can be sure he intended to offer stereographs in his
own gallerywhen he returned to Omaha.
As appreciation for the wilderness landscape as cultural identifier grew in
America, it became fashionable to be familiarwith thewestern regions of the
country. InitiallyAmericans satisfied themselves by reading explorer's personal
accounts of their overland trips, the journals of Lewis and Clark (from their
34Thomas Southall. "White Mountain Stereographs and the Development of aCollective
Vision." Pointsof View: TheStereograph in America-A CulturalHistory (Rochester,
New York: The Visual StudiesWorkshop, 1979) p. 98.
3'There is some confusion aboutwho this large commission actually came from. Peter
Hales concluded that itwas the E. &H. T.Anthony firm ofNew York. He cited as his
source one undocumented statement by William Darrah in his WorldofStereographs,
and another statement in Darrah's earlier Stereo Views In TimeExposureJackson
simply stated "...Jackson Brothers, after some intensive soliciting, got an order for
10,000 stereographs of scene along the train
route."
p. 176. In PioneerPhotographer
he made no specific mention of the commission. Nevertheless, it is clear that Jackson
planned the 1869 trip to pay for itself through sales of photographs along the way to
distributors and railroadworkers, while he collected negatives ofmore general interest
to be sold out ofOmaha. He wrote of their early progress, "Nearly all of this first
month'swork was sold immediately, chiefly for running expenses. Little of itwent into
our permanent series of views of general interest, intended for sale in Omaha and
elsewhere."PioneerPhotographer, p. 68.
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expedition of 1804-1806) and John C. Fremont (especially his Reportofthe
ExploringExpedition to theRockyMountains, 1843), for example, were extremely
popular. However, with the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869, it
was possible for the leisure class to make the trip themselves in unmatched
comfort, andwestern travel gained in popularity.
The Eastern American as tourist and consumer of photographic views
played amajor role in determiningwhat kinds of photographs were made of the
new west. On the new railroad thewealthy American could travel from Chicago to
San Francisco in a style comparable to trans-Atlantic travel.36 In fact, the
overland trip was often compared to aEuropean excursion; the only difference
was that thewestern tour included the minor distraction of the geologic features
of the countryside along the way.
In his study of early American tourism Earl Pomeroy observed thatwhile
prevailing attitudes toward nature made it fashionable and somewhat exciting to
visit the newwest during the latter part of the nineteenth century, the land that
these tourists sought outwas often at oddswith their own ideas ofwilderness. The
contrast between the barren rugged terrain and the cultivated farmlands and
green pastures of theworld they had left behindwas enormous. As Pomeroy
wrote:
When the Far west was only Iowa many travellers had rejoiced to
discover that prairie countrywas not necessarily flat and swampy, as
thewet prairie lands of Indiana. Accustomed to associate wilderness
with dense forest growth, they amused and reassured themselves by
the fancy that they were travelling through scenes embellished by
36In his study of earlywestern railroad travel Earl Pomeroymakes the important point
that these stylish excursionswere not available to everybody. He writes, "In a
generationwhen six-room houses rented for eight dollars amonth and schoolteachers
taught for two hundred dollars a year, a railroad trip from coast to coast and return cost
around three hundred dollarsmore, that is, than in the twentieth century . . See In
Search oftheGolden West: The TouristinAmericaWw York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1957)
p. 7. See also Charles Nordhoff, "California: How to go there, andwhat to see by the
way,"Harper'sNewMonthlyMagazine vol. 44 (May, 1872): 865.
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the hand of art.'The rolling meadows were lawns or parks, broken
by groves and clumps of trees . . . scattered ... to beautify the
landscape . .
A French hunter described the experience as similar to entering "the fair image
of an English garden, designed by one of the most skillful horticulturists of Great
Britain . . "38
However, upon encountering the very differentwilderness beyond the
prairie, many touristswere repulsed by the landscape theywitnessed. One visitor
to Colorado wrote in 1876:
The general appearance of the countrywas more repulsive to the eye
than I thought to find it. If [America's] wealth consisted in the
beauty of her external appearances, then she truly would be one of
the poorest countries on the face of nature."3^
Unlike the countryside ofEurope, the mountains ofNewEngland, or the
Hudson River Valley, thewestern landscape had to be sanctioned by the
tastemakers. The beholder had to be assured, as Pomeroy put it, "... that
competent and fashionable critics of scenery had had time to enshrine nature in
words or paint. . . In support of this he quoted the popular nineteenth
century novelist James Fenimore Cooper, "The Rocky Mountainsmust possess
many noble views but the accessories are necessarilywanting; for a union of art
and nature can alone render scenery perfect."41
The typical tourist then,with the sense that theywere unable to determine
for themselveswhat scenerywas appealing andworth their time, depended on
exterior forces to instruct them. "And," wrote Pomeroy, "according to schedule
[they] felt the prescribed emotions of satisfaction of having seen what
37Pomeroy, In Search oftheGolden West, p. 60 - 61 .
38Ibid..p.61.
39Quoted in Pomeroy. In Search oftheGolden West, p. 62.
40Ibid.. p. 48.
4 'Quoted in Pomeroy, In Search ofthe Golden West, p. 47 - 48.
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everyone'
saw, ofwonder and awe atGod'swork and at dreadful reminders of the
turmoil of creation."42
The popular source for learning to appreciate thewest was the tourist's
guidebook. A smattering of accounts of travel and
'guides' for prospective
travellerswere published before 1869. Butwith the opening of the railroad there
was a sudden growth in tourism and themarket for guidebooks correspondingly
grew. Like guidebooks today, the best publications described all aspects of the trip
fromwhen and where to purchase tickets, to checking luggage, to
recommendations of eating places, to detailed descriptions of the scenery along
the way.
Thewest described in the guidebooks determined how photographers
pictured the region.43 As the guidebooks sanctioned'the scenery of the west as
appealing to the traveller, the photograph quickly took its place as the
illustration of thewonders delineated in the guidebooks. For the most part
unusual rock formations and river scenes were found along the route of the
transcontinental railroad andwere easily viewed from the cars as the train passed
by at its average slow speed of twenty-two miles per hour.44 Only the most
unusual natural scenes such as the Colorado Rockieswith their many scenic
parks,'
the natural rock formations of the Garden of the Gods in eastern Colorado,
later the ancient ruins ofMesaVerde, Yellowstone and Yosemite National Parks,
and the Mormon settlement of Salt Lake City4' merited special travel away from
the main transcontinental line.
42Ibid., p. 47.
43See Southall, "White Mountain
Stereographs,"
p. 97 - 108.
44Nordhoff, "California: How to go there p. 869.
45pomeroy notes that the proper, fashionable trip westwas unthinkablewithout a trip
to Utah to attempt to penetrate the mysteries of polygamy. See In Search oftheGolden
West, p. 56.
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Every guidebook identified the unusual rock formations that appeared
along the Union Pacific Railroad from Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory through the
Black HiUs and the Green River Valley all the way to the Sierra Nevada. In 1869
Samuel Bowles, the travelwriter and editor of the SpringfieldRepublicwrote of
the Green River Valley:
That which attracts the traveller most is the novel and imposing
forms of architecture that Nature had left to mark her history on
these stiU open plains. The Black, the Pilot, and the Church Buttes
are among the more celebrated of these monumentalmountains . . 46
In 1870 George Pine reiterated the novelty of this landscape when he
wrote:
At every turn in the road the tourist is introduced to new views
equally strange and remarkable. No man's imagination can picture
the piled-up magnificence and wildness that may be seen in
traveling over this most desolate and yet most interesting portion of
our continent; a panorama of grandeur and varied beauty such as
pen and pencil can never reproduce.47
More unusual trackside scenerywas to be found in the Echo andWeber
canyons ofUtah. In reference to this scenery one guidebook stated:
[While the Pacific Railroad] crosses the most uninteresting spots; it
could not dodge all natural wonders. At Echo City it passes beside
Hanging
Rock,'
a projecting mass of conglomerate a thousand feet
high. Hard by, to the left is Pulpit Rock,' or Brigham's Pulpit,'
eighty feet high. Belowwinds a shining stream, and the whole forms
a unique picture.48
Samuel Bowles described this area as "perhaps the most interesting
and exciting portion of the whole continental
ride."The mountains, he
wrote, are "fuU of natural wonder and beauty, of scientific variety and
46Samuel Bowles, ThePacificRailroadOpen. Howtogo: What to seealong the way,
(Boston: Fields, Osgood, &Co., 1869) p. 45 - 46.
47George Pine. Beyondthe West.Zad ed., rev. and enl., (Utica, N.Y.: T. J. Griffiths, 1871),
p. 293.
48Albert Deane Richardson, BeyondtheMississippi:From theGreatRiver to theGreat
Ocean . .. rev. and enl. ed., (Hartford, Conn.: American Publishing Company, 1869), p.
575.
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marvel..." He called the descent into the Salt Lake Valley
"picturesque"
where the train moved past:
Majestic ruins of majestic mountains, under towering walls of
granite, along banks of snow and beds of flowers, through narrow
canyons with frowning sides, down streams whose waters lead the
locomotive a losing race, and turn the train from one novelty to
another, from one wonder to a greater . .
The experience was perfect for exploitation by the photographer. Sitting
in the plush and comfortable Pullman coach the tourist could view firsthand the
panoramic landscape enframed by the train window, just as they viewed the
popular photographs of the same subjects.'0 The scenes which the guidebooks
described as "most pictorial,""charmingly artistic,1'"peculiarly opulent in special
picturesque
points,""full of picturesqueness,
"
or "the very sublimity ofmoral and
material
grandeur"
were the very scenes ofwhich the public wanted to purchase
views'1 (figures 13-19 and 42). Made in stereograph format or small prints
(generally up to 8x10 inches)'2 suitable for pasting into personal albums or
hanging on the wall, the consumer looked for views that reminded them ofwhat
they had seen on theirwestern tour.
The tradition established in photographs of the northeastern landscape
five to ten years earlier continued in the picturing of the west. As photographic
historian Thomas Southall characterized it:
The primacy of the subject in the mind of the stereo consumer
probably encouraged the photographers to re-present each scene as
closely as possible to the popular experience of the site. The use of
49Bowles, ThePacificRailroad, p. 10.
5Susan DanlyWalther, TheRailroadin theLandscape:18f0-19J0, (Wellesley, Mass.:
Wellesley College, 1981), p. 37.
"Pomeroy, In Search oftheGolden West, p. 46.
'^here are countless personal photo albums in the George Eastman House collection of
photographs collected on western tours. The photographs are generally arranged as
theywere collected as the travelermade theirwaywest beginning with sites in
western Wyoming and Utah, continuing with views from Colorado or eastern California,
and endingwith Yosemite and southern California.
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the stereographs as windows through which viewers could relive
their own personal memories of the scene may have discouraged
photographers from developing individualistic styles that would call
attention to the photographic process and to the photographers'own,
uniquely personal, interpretations of the site.53
The commercial forces that shaped the photographic images of the west
also shaped Jackson's style. His catalog of views from this period lists the same
subjects as those celebrated in the guidebooks.54
Just as public attitudes toward the wilderness formed the context for the
creation of landscape imagery during the nineteenth century, traditions of
landscape photography that existed by the late 1860s influenced Jackson's own
developing style. Two factors stand out as particularly influential: the aesthetic
effect of the collodion wet-plate photographic process, and the effect of the visual
vernacular in photography generated largely out ofCivil War imagery.
The wet-collodion process presented a second revolution in photography
when itwas perfected in 1850. Compared to the daguerreotype, the process and
chemicals required forwet-collodion photographywere more convenient to use,
yielded a higher percentage of good results, and, most of all, produced a negative
fromwhich innumerable positive paper prints could be generated.
For the aesthetics of landscape photography however, the collodion
process had a technical drawback: Its sensitivity to the blue and violet
components of the visible spectrumwhich caused the negative to over expose in
these areas creating a blank, brightwhite sky and reflective backgrounds in the
'3Southall, "White Mountain Stereographs," p. 99.
54Department of the Interior. Miscellaneous Publication-No .5. Descriptive Catalogueof
thePhotographsoftheUnitedStatesGeologicalSurveyoftheTerritories, for the Years
1869 to 1875, Inclusive. W.H. Jackson, Photographer. Second Edition. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1875).The 1869 viewswere not originally part of a
government commission, but after Jackson received his government appointment on
the Survey, he offerred the negatives to Hayden and they became part of the
Department of the Interior's Jackson collection. The descriptions in this list are
geologically oriented, many taken from Hayden's descriptions in his annual reports.
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final print. While this aspect of the collodion process continued to be regarded as
a technical drawback until the invention of orthochromatic films late in the
century, it nevertheless influenced the aesthetics of landscape imagery as
painters increasingly employed photographs as studies for their canvases.
Indications of the possible influence of this collodionaesthetic'can be found in
Fitz Hugh Lane's BracesRock, Brace's Cove, 1864 (figure 21) and John F. Kensett's
TheShrewsburyRiver, of 1859 (figure 22), for example.
The intensely reflective sky and atmosphere of the collodion image
corresponded to the landscape painters'interest in the expressive features of
light. American painters had learned of the importance of light in the landscape
image from their European predecessors such as Claude and Turner, and found
thatmodulations of light, especially streaming down from the heavens, could
illustrate the awe of divine presence and grandeur of nature that theywanted to
express. AlbertBierstadt's SunsetLight, WindRiverRangeoftheRocky
Mountains, 1861 (figure 20) is a good example of this.
During the 1869 season Jackson accepted the aesthetic limitations of the
collodion process as he tried to master the technique in the field. However, later,
when he would work with landscape painters in the Yellowstone region he would
begin to see how the light in the collodion image could be managed to visual
effect."
While technical features of the photographic process influenced how
Jackson pictured the west, the popular visual language or visual
vernacular'
of
the period also influenced his style. A visual vernacular began to be developed in
"The study of light as itwas captured in the collodion negative and its influence in
19th century painting style is a provocative topic that could be studied more closely. I
am purposefully keeping my comments on this subject brief and onlymaking
observations here that I feel are important to understanding Jackson's later aesthetic
development.
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Americawith photographic coverage of the CivilWar. For the first time the
popular press used imagery to tell a story and the American public learned how to
read'
pictures to understand the meaning of current events.56 While the
photographswere primarily intended to illustrate events of the War, the
depiction of outdoor scenes also had an effect on the perception of the landscape
image (figure 23).
During this national crisis, magazines and newspapers such as Harper's
Weekly Harper'sNewMonthlyMagazine, Scribner'sMagazine, and FrankLeslies
IllustratedNewspaper, were literally filledwith war news. Events of thewar were
described in detail and illustratedwith battle scenes, often depicting dead soldiers
and horses, and damaged buildings. Especially popularwere groupings of images
which illustrated one topic in a serial format. For example, a large central image
of a battle site would be surrounded by smaller views depicting officers and
soldiers significant in the battle (figures 24-25). While reproductions of these
scenes from sketches by artists such asWinslow Homerwere common, the most
convincing pictures were woodcuts taken from actual photographs (figure 26).
Although the discovery of the wet-collodion process facilitated
photography in the field, itwas still an extremely cumbersome undertaking to
photograph outdoors and the processwas too slow for action'photography. After
selecting the scene and obtaining military authorization to photograph there, the
photographer had to unpack his gear, set up the camera and processing area,
prepare and expose the plates, and then develop the plateswhile the emulsion was
wet.
">See Alan Tranchtenberg's ReadingPhotographs, for a discussion of how the press
coverage characterized the war for the public. ReadingAmericanPhotographs: Images
AsHistoryMathewBrady to WalkerEvans (New York: Hill UWang, 1989)
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These restrictive circumstances had a bearing on the outcome of the
photograph. Since action shots'were impossible, the photographer had to be
satisfied with images that referred to past events, often employing conventional
pictorial modes of expression to achieve this. Alan Tranchtenberg considered this
when he wrote, "For photographers the problem ofmaking sense of battles
raging in woods and fieldswas compounded by problems of equipment as well as
access to battlefields..." The physical barriers occasioned by the process of
photography, continued Trachtenberg, " ...encouraged a resort to easily applied
conventions of historical painting, casual sketches and even studio portraits."'7
In December 1862 the London Times editorialized about precisely this point:
The photographer who follows in the wake of modern armies, must
be content with conditions of repose, and with the still life which
remains when the fighting is over.. .When the artist essays to
representmotion, he bewilders the plate and makes chaos.
In an effort to achieve the best illustration of the landscape battle scenes,
the photographers often used serial imagery to depict a region that stretched
beyond the limits of the largestview camera (figures 23, 27-28). The serial image,
a group of photographs taken in sequence and assembled in contiguous order for
viewing, had been used a great deal in daguerreotypy in America. As itwas more
commonly used bywar photographers andwas reproduced in magazines, it
became a popularly understoon device for landscape illustration.
During the Civil War photographers employed serial imagery in a number
ofways. George Barnard's Photographic ViewsofSherman'sCampaignand
Alexander Gardner's PhotographicSketchbookofthe War, presentedwar images
in an album formatwhile Mathew Brady's ScenesandIncidentsofWar presented
images in published series. Many ofBarnard's photographs are numbered to
stress the sequential relationship between images.
57Ibid., p. 75.
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Often photographers such asBarnard andTimothy O'Suliivan
photographed a scene from one vantage point, then walked across a field to look
back and photograph the scene from the opposite perspective. This gave the
photographs a kind of scientific' or documentary' authoritywhich was
instructive to the viewer.
When a number ofCivil War photographers, such asTimothy O'Suliivan,
AlexanderGardner, and Andrew J. Russell, moved into the west to photograph
after the Civil War, they carried these stylistic deviceswith them. The magazines
and newspapers replaced their Civil War coveragewith travelogues of the more
unsettled'
regions of the nation and employed similar layouts and serial imagery
to illustrate the west in the same you are there' method that had appealed to their
readers during the War.
Itwas only natural then for Jackson to adopt aspects of this visual
vernacularwhen he set out to photograph along the railroad. One example of this
are his stereographs of Promontory, Utah, where the golden spike had been
driven on June 10, 1869. Jackson missed this celebration since he wasmarried
that day. However, he did reach the spot nineteen days later. Even though the
golden spike had been removed and replaced with a steel spike and the crowds had
left, he still thought it important to photograph the scene. But the importance of
his viewwas solely to document the past event, for there was no other appeal to
the dusty desolate landscape that he photographed. As he recalled the work:
"When the fieldwas clear we set up our dark box and got toworkmaking
negatives of "the last
rail,"
the place where the gold spike and silver spike had
been driven about six weeks previously."'8
58Unfortunately I was unable to get a copy of one of these views, however there is no
question that Jackson made the photographs as they are listed in both his journals (29
June 1869) and the 1875 Descriptive Catalogue, p. 9. The only confusion is the date, his
journal from the period is probably the most accurate.
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Early railroad photographerswere also influential on the younger men
who followed after them. Especially influential on Jackson was A. J. Russell,
photographer to the Union army during the CivilWar, and to the Union Pacific
Railroad after the War.
Born in Nunda, in upstate New York, Russellwas trained as a painter and
taught penmanship in New York City. In the fall of 1862 he joined the Union
Army as a government artist to the U. S. Military Railroad, where he learned the
technique ofwet plate photography. He was later assigned to make photographs
to illustrate General Herman Haupt's report on the U. S. MilitaryRailroad
Construction Corps. After the War Russell received a commission to photograph
the building of the Union Pacific Railroad in 1867-68. Having been a painter
Russellwas familiarwith the traditions ofAmerican landscape painting and
incorporated some of these stylistic features into his photographs.
In all likelihood Jackson knew ofRussell and hiswork before he set out to
photograph the railroad in 1869. When he metRussell's crew along the railroad,
which he recorded in his journal, he recognized it as a valuable learning
opportunity. Jackson was receptive to any opportunities to improve his
photographic skills and learn how to bettermeet the demands of the photograph-
buying public. Initially he befriended one ofRussell's printers and wrote that he
looked over some ofRussell's negativeswith him.'9 He later had the opportunity
to spend some timewith the photographer himself and proudly recorded that the
two tentatively planned to photograph in the Uintah Mountains the following
season.60
59jackson, Journal 19 September 1869.
6Ibid.
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A number of Jackson's photographs are so compositionally similar to
Russell's treatment of the same subjects that they suggest that Jackson
consciously planned some of his views based on Russell's work. Given both the
acknowledged commercial nature of Jackson's railroadwork, and his
inexperience with this kind of photography, it is likely that he would have
accepted that there was one superiorway to represent the sites along the railroad
and thatRussell,with his experience, would be skilled in discerning these. This is
not to say that Jackson attempted to simply copyRussell's photographs, but that he
regarded Russell as an experiencedmaster and took a cue from him on how to
represent the area pictorially .
In comparison to Russell's views, Jackson's inexperience shows. His
orientation to the subjectmatter is often more static, and his compositions are not
consistently as visually appealing asRussell's. This is not surprising, given that
Russell hadworked for many years in the field during the Civil War andwas an
accomplished landscape painter.61 He had an appreciation for a landscape view
that depicted the broad vistas of the westwith both accuracy and aesthetic appeal.
AsTherese Heyman aptly noted, "his unfailing eye framedwide-scale
views'
that
established himwith the best of his contemporaries in photography. "62
A consideration of how each of the photographers pictured the same
popular rock formation in Wyoming revealsRussell's expertise and suggests his
influence on Jackson'swork. Known variously as Skull Rock, orReed's Rock, this
rock piling stood out in the foothills along the railroad andwas quickly spotted by
travellers eager for something to break the visual monotony of the prairie
(figure 29). Russell photographed this natural at least three times
61Weston J. Naef et al., EraofExploration: TheRise ofLandscapePhotographyin the
American West, 1860 - 1885, (New York: Albright-Knox ArtGallery and theMetropolitan
Museum ofArt, 1975) pp. 201 - 204.
62Ibid., p. 204.
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between 1867-1868, and Ferdinand Hayden included one of the Russell views in his
1870 publication. Sun PicturesoftheRockyMountains
Taking his style from the tradition of landscape painting of the period,
Russell arranged his composition in a three-tiered organization with a distinct
foreground, middle ground, and background, creating awell-balanced and
visuaUy pleasing picture. In one view of this rock, captioned "SkullRock, Dale
Creek Canon" (figure 30), Russell filled the picture areawith the undulating
curves of the rock formations. Small rocks in the foreground build to bigger
formations in the middle ground, highlighted by figures leaning against the
rocks. The entire composition culminateswith the main rock formation, topped
by a small figure of a standing man. This figure barely fits into the composition.
however, since the picture is cut off just above his head, leaving room for only a
small line of sky. The view is also tightly framed at the sides putting the edge of
the picture right in the middle of a large boulder, thereby emphasizing the
picture's relationship to a landscape that extends beyond the limits of the
photograph.
Russell photographed the same rock formation from a different view in
stereo format. Captioned "Reed'sRock, near
view"(figure 3D. this image doesn't
have the same compositional organization of the larger photograph and does less
to illustrate the rock's relationship to the larger landscape. Again, Russell placed
figures in the composition, but here their inclusion, on the ground next to the
rock formation, is less significant in the overall organization.
Jackson's view of the same rock formation relates to the less pictorially
pleasing stereograph by Russell, and as though to verify the photographer's
influence, Jackson included a figure atop the rock that is clearly reminiscent of
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Russell's larger view.63 This stereoview by Jackson, captioned "SkullRock"64
(figure 32), is almost identical to Russell's stereoview in the way it is composed.
Both images portray the rock in the center of the compositionwith blank sky on
three sides and a bare foreground. The monumentality of the rock is emphasized
with little regard for its composition within the larger landscape. Jackson
employed a raking light across the front of the rock, in the same way thatRussell
did,which emphasizes its geological structure.
Another example ofRussell's influence on Jackson can be found in the
photographers'
views ofMonumentRock (figure 33). also known as "Sentinel
Rock"
or "Dog's Head," so-called since the top of this natural obelisk resembles a
dog's head, nose pointed to the sky. The novelty of this rock formation, standing
at the junction ofEcho and Weber Canyons, caughtRussell's attention on his
railroad trip of 1867-68. Russell's photograph, captioned "Sentinel
Rock" (figure
34), is from a low point of viewwhich emphasized the rock's height of 250 feet
and clarified the dog's head. Russell focused his camera on one of the four
corners of the obelisk so that this corner became the center line in the
composition pointing directly at the viewer. This view establishes a low horizon
line behind the rock strengthening its shape. Russell caught dark shadows in
front of and behind the base of the rock adding a sense of drama and strength to
the photograph, creating an appealing view of this unusual formation. Russell
also placed a figure standing next to the rock at lower right.
The following year Jackson made two views of the same formation, one
8x10 inch print and one stereograph, both captioned "Sentinel
Rock." The
63Ibid.,p.221.
MThis view is reproduced in EraofExploration, fig. 64, p. 49 titled "Skull
Rock."
However, in the Descriptive Catalogue, 1875 ed., p. 5 and 10, Jackson calls the work
"Reed'sRock". The Naef reproduction could be a stereo published by someone else under
a different title, such asE. U H. T. Anthony. The descriptive catalogue also lists an 8x10
inch view of the same subject.
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composition of the 8x10 view (figure 35) is very similar to Russell's viewwith
only minor variations in the horizon line and lighting. Jackson included a figure
in his view but he placed him further down in the composition to the left of the
corner of the obelisk. Also, Jackson didn't capture the dramatic shadows around
the base of the rockwhich enhanced Russell's view.
Jackson's stereograph, on the other hand, is different from the treatment
of the formation in the 8x10 inch print. In this view (figure 36) he has moved his
camera to the right so that one of the sides of the obelisk faces the camera,
revealing the back of the rock formation as it blends into the mountainside. This
view both obscures the shape of the dog's head, and diminishes the height of the
whole obelisk. It also captures a higher horizon line which further reduces the
size of the rock. Here Jackson placed the figure to the right of the rock, the same
wayRussell did in his view. The composition of this stereograph isweaker than
Jackson's own 8x10 inch view, since the formal arrangement succeeds in
reducing the impact of the unusual rock formation.
Since it is clear that Jackson had specific ideas about the kind of images he
wanted to make of the west, it is logical that he would have looked to an
experienced railroad photographer and aspiring artist, for guidance in how to
approach this new area of photography. While Jackson appears to have made
himself familiarwith the work ofmany of his contemporaries in photography,
Russell'swork made a strong impression on him.
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Travel along the railroad in 1869was a profitable venture for Jackson in
terms of collecting views for his gallery. This earlywork demonstrates that
Jackson could overcome his inexperience with outdoor photography and could
work creativelywith the problems posed by photographing the region. In 1869
Jackson had no reason to think that his photographic careerwould amount to
anything more than a commercial venture, and his aesthetic relied on the
demands of the marketplace. He was clearly aware of the public interest in
western photography and could be certain thathis imageswould appeal to his
clientele as novel images of the west like those made by other successful
photographers. His 1869 negative collection included all of the natural wonders
which became the hallmark of thewestern railroad route. Itwas these views that
Hayden sawwhen he met Jackson along the railroad that summer, and later that
yearwhen he visited the Jackson Brothers gallery in Omaha. And from these
Hayden decided that Jackson would be a useful addition to his survey of southern
Wyoming in 1870.
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III. Adventure and Photography: Covering New Ground in 1870
In the summer of 1870 Jackson joined Hayden's Geological Survey of the
Territories for the first time as an unsalariedmember.6' Thiswould be an
importantyear for Jackson. As a visiting member of the survey he would
continue to think about photography primarily as a commercial venture but he
would also see, throughworking with landscape painter SanfordRobinson
Gifford, another visitor on the survey, the ways inwhich he could integrate the
stylistic conventions of landscape painting into his own photographic style. He
did not attempt to make photographs that looked like the canvases of the painters,
but he learned to employ stylistic devices from painting which were recognizable
and appealing to the public and to adopt them into a personal photographic style.
The 1870 survey presented Jackson with three new conditions thatwould
be significant in the formulation of his photographic style. The survey covered a
different landscape from the one he had travelled along the railroad the previous
year. This, coupled with his responsibility to make photographs thatwould meet
Hayden's expectations, and the opportunity to work side by sidewith one of
America's best landscape painters, introduced a new context for Jackson to work
in. Although these new conditions would be influential in his career, Jackson
consciously saw his present role as primarily twofold: to fulfill Hayden's needs in
picturing the landscape, and to make negatives thatwould appeal to the
photograph-buying public. He characterized thiswhen he recalled over thirty
years later:
65Jackson was invited by Hayden to join the survey for one seasonwith all expenses
paid. Itwas agreed that Jackson could keep all the negatives made on this trip. See
Jackson, TimeExposure, p. 187.
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New scenes to photograph appeared at every turn of the road. We
chose those of distinctive interest, from a scenic as well as geological
standpoint. Our object primarilywas to gather such pictures as would
reflect the notable features of the regions we were exploring; and
then on my own account, I desired to get rare stereoscopic views and
other views for trade .66
The presence ofGifford on the survey changed the context for Jackson inclining
him toward aesthetic considerations he hadn't previously considered.
"For every mile on the
map,"
wrote Jackson, "we covered two and three on
the ground..."67 Through August and September the survey moved through
southern Wyoming heading north fromFort Russell across the Laramie and North
Platte Rivers to the Sweetwater River,west to South Pass and then southwest
across the Green River to Fort Bridger.
As he had the previous year, Jackson continued to work directly from the
land that he covered and the content of his pictures only changed to the degree
that the land itself changed. Buthis organization of the landscape view changed
significantly. Influenced by Gifford, Jackson learned to open up the picture
plane of his compositions to capture the wide sweep of the landscape rather than
focusing on the documentation of individual monuments that had occupied him
the previous year. He became more aware of light in the landscape and how it
could be rendered to achieve specific effect. He learned to incorporate the figure
into the landscape in a more expressive way. And finally, he became more
conscious of compositional arrangement, learning how to build the pleasing view
of the landscape thatwould lead to the grand views thatwould become his
hallmark.
When Gifford joined the survey in 1870, he was awell established eastern
landscape painter. He had travelled to Coloradowith his friends, painters Thomas
Worthington Whittredge and John Frederick Kensett, in search of scenery to
66 Jackson, ThePioneerPhotographer, p. 80.
67Jackson, TimeExposure, p. 189.
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paint. However, he became dissatisfied with the landscape scenery that he found
in the Denver area and accepted an invitation from Hayden, who was passing
through Denver on hisway to Wyoming, to accompany the survey for that
summer. In his autobiography Whittredge recalled Gifford's decision to join
Hayden:
He left us and his sketch box in cold blood in the midst of inspiring
scenery. We neither saw nor heard from him for several months,
until one rainy day on the plainswe met him travelling alone in the
fog towards our ranch by the aid of a compass. He had done literally
nothing in the way of work during a whole summer spent in a
picturesque region.68
Art historians have suggested that the landscape that thrilledWhittredge
and pleasedKensett completely disinterested Gifford and that he decided to join
Hayden to learn about the geology of the region rather than to paint it.69 While
it is true thatGifford never worked up any large final oil paintings of scenes
from this trip, he clearly had a paint boxwith him since eight small paintings
survive and Jackson photographed the artist atwork along the Chugwater River
(figure 43) 70
Whittredge's account aside, Gifford clearly joined the survey as an artist.
In his journal of 1870 Jackson included Giffordwhen he described thework of the
picture-making team consisting of himself, Gifford, and topographer Henry
Elliott. Jackson described theirwork:
With Dr. Hayden leading, our group of six followed up the Lodge Pole
Creek to near its source in the Laramie Range. While in the hills, I
68 ThomasWorthington Whittredge. "The Autobiography ofWorthington Whittredge,
1820-1910."
ed. John I. Baur, BrooklynMuseumJournal(l942): 60. Quoted in Barbara
Novak. NatureandCulture, p. 144.
69See for example PatriciaTrenton and Peter H. Hassrick. TheRockyMountains:A
Vision forArtistsoftheNineteenth Century Norman: University ofOklahomaPress,
1983.
p. 225.
70Carol Clark, ThomasMoran: WatercolorsoftheAmerican West (Austin, Texas: Amon
CarterMuseum ofWestern Art and theUniversity ofTexas Press, Austin) p. 14.
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unpackedmy outfit several times to photograph the rock formations
the Doctor indicated.71
Later the picture-makersworked more independently of the survey leader
and travelledwidely along the survey route in search of scenes. In his annual
report for 1870 Hayden noted the value of both Gifford and Jacksonwhen he
wrote, "Mr. Jackson,with the assistance of the fine artistic taste ofMr. Gifford,
secured some most beautiful photographic views, which will prove of great value
to the artist aswell as the geologist."72
Sanford Robinson Giffordwas one ofmany second generation Hudson
River School painters who travelled in thewestern United States in search of
scenic subjectmatter for landscape paintings. As the American west opened up
and artists had more opportunities to travel to the region to paint and sketch, the
American landscape came to rival both the historical and natural monuments of
Europe for subject-matter. AlbertBierstadtwas one of the earliest eastern artists
to travel to the west in search of picturesque scenerywhen he joined the
Frederick W. Lander expedition to theWind RiverMountains country in 1859. By
1870, after the establishment of the transcontinental railroad, artists could travel
in thewest in comfort and style and few could resist the opportunity to explore
the scenery.
In 1870when Gifford decided to accompany the Hayden survey he was
forty-seven years old and awell established and popular American landscape
painter. He had his first paintings accepted for distribution to the members of the
American-Art Union and exhibited at the National Academy ofDesign twenry-
71Jackson, PioneerPhotographer, p. 80. In his annual report for 1870 Hayden lists the
six who Jackson refers to including the three artists. They are Jackson, Gifford, and
Elliott, and Charles S. Turnball, secretary of the Survey; Arthur L. Ford, minerologist;
and Dr. Hayden. See Fourth AnnualReport, 1871 pp. 3, 11. and 13-
72Hayden, "Report of F. V. Hayden, "Fourth AnnualReport, 1871, p. 37.
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three years before in 1847.73 He had travelled and studied in Europe on two
separate occasions in 1855 and 1868 74 Indeed, by 1870 Giffordwas approaching
the end of his career and would die only seven years later ofmalarial fever75 On
the 1870 survey Jackson was very much Gifford's student, being a full twenty
years younger than Gifford and only beginning a career in photography.
FromGifford, Jackson learned the fundamentals of picturing the broad
view of the landscape. Always challenged by picturing light and color in his
views, the painter helped the photographer to be aware of the elements of the
landscape and how to build them into a pleasing composition. Characterized as a
luminist style by historians, Gifford composed his landscape views around two
parallel planes of landscape and skywith a central focus, often a body ofwater,
all dominated by light and executed in a smooth finish leaving no trace of the
artist's hand (figure 37). Gifford often took the long view of a scene employing a
low horizon linewhich emphasized the tranquil placid feeling of the luminist
style. The painter almost always included figures in hiswork, either atwork or at
rest, emphasizing the ability of settlers to survive and even prosper in the
western landscape (figures 38-39).
Early in the trip Jackson began to explore using these stylistic devices in
composing his views. Two photographs of Independence Rock are early
indications of how his aesthetic ideaswere changing. The rock was a significant
landmark that had guided settlers travelling across the country since Lewis and
Clark's expedition (figure 42) and was also of great scientific interest to Hayden.
Jackson tried to make a photograph thatwould appeal to both the travel viewer
and the scientist. Instead ofmoving his camera close enough to the rock mound
73Nicolai Cikovsky, Jr., "Sanford Robinson Gifford" exhibition catalogue, (Austin, Texas:
University ofTexas ArtMuseum, 1970) p. 9.
74Ibid.p. 10-11.
75lbid. p. 12.
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to capture the markings left bymany years of passing travellers, Jackson took a
long view of the scene creating a landscape composition around the rock. He used
the same composition in both a stereograph (figure 40) and a 5 x 7 inch view
(figure 41).
Jackson oriented his view camera so that the grassy foreground of the
prairie slopes up to the rock mound in the center of the composition. To
emphasize the rock as the main subject of the picture he skillfully included a
wagon wheel track in the foregroundwhich pictorially acts as a pointer directing
the viewer's eye to the rock. The horizon line is significantly lower than those he
had located in the 1869 pictures. This device reveals a spacious sky that
illuminates the entire scene.
In the upper left foreground Jackson included two figureswith their
horses, one mounted on his horse and one seated on the ground sketching. There
is also a tiny figure with a horse on the side of the mound. The figure in the
landscape was a common device used in painting to contextualize the landscape
for the viewer. In American landscape painting the figure in the scene clarified
the relationship between man and thewilderness, thus variously characterizing
the presence and power ofGod in nature, the ability of the American to cultivate
the natural resources and prosper, the ability of the viewer to be transported into
the landscape scene, and finally tomerely illustrate the grandeur of the
American landscape by demonstrating its large scale.76
During the 1870 season Jackson would explore in earnest the use of the
figure in the landscape, a device he had started to use the previous year.
Although the figure was often identifiable, Jackson did not intend the pictures to
be portraits of specific people. His objectivewas to provide a surrogate for the
76See Barbara Novak. "Man Traces: Axe, Train,
Figure," NatureandCulture, New York:
Oxford University Press, 1980.
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viewerwhich would relate the beauty and true scale of the new scenery of the
American west.
Other early photographs are less successful attempts by Jackson to
compose this new kind of landscape view. His view "Castellated Rocks on the
Chugwater" (figure 43),which depicts Gifford atwork on his small painting Valley
oftheChugwater, WyomingTerritory (figure 44), does not have the elegant
orderliness of the Independence Rock views. Here Jackson compromised the
composition in order to capture Gifford atwork and the majesty of the Castellated
rocks,which Gifford captured in his painting, is diminished by the rocky hillside
that dominates Jackson's photograph.
His views of the Natural Bridge in the La Prele River valley are also less
pictorially successful. The survey party made a special side trip to see this
unusual formation on the recommendation ofmilitary officers atFortFetterman.
Upon encountering the bridge Jackson would naturally have photographed it for
Hayden. However, the party can't have been unaware of the arches significance
as artistic subjectmatter due to its similarity to another natural bridge in Virginia
which had been the subject ofmany prints and paintings during the earlier part
of the century.
The image of the natural bridge was a favorite theme of landscape artists
from as early as the sixteenth century. The Natural Bridge in Rock County,
Virginiawas especially popular with American artists from as early as 1812 and is
listed repeatedly as a painting title in exhibitions at the PennsylvaniaAcademy of
Fine Arts.77 Frederick Edwin Church, among others, painted the Rock County
77See CumulativeRecordofExhibition CataloguesofthePennsylvaniaAcademyofFine
Arts1807- 1870... ed. byAnnaWeUs. (Philadelphia: The American Philosophical
Society, 1955) and the AmericanAcademyofFineArtsandAmerican ArtUnion,
ExhibitionRecord1816 - 1852 ed. byMary Bartlett Cowdrey et al. (New York: The New
York Historical Society, 1953). For reference on Church see NationalAcademyofDesign
ExhibitionRecord1826 - 1860 (New York: New York Historical Society, 1943).
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natural bridge in 1853, as did Gifford some years later. Currier U Ives also offered
a black andwhite lithograph of the scene early in the century.
By the time the survey party came upon this new'natural bridge, the
tradition of this sort of rock formation in American picture-making would have
been clear and Jackson would have quickly grasped the significance of
photographing the site. Hayden demonstrated the popularity of the formwhen
he wrote that this natural bridge was said to rival the famous formation ofRock
Bridge County, Virginia "with which every school-boy is familiar."78
Although the site was significant for Jackson he had difficulty picturing
it. This may have to dowith where he was able to place his camera as much as
with his eye. But nevertheless he couldn't place the formation into a pleasing
composition. In one view he photographed the bridge straight on with a
horseman on top of the bridge (figure 45), and othermembers of the party lined
up in the arch below. The composition of this view is reminiscent of his figure
atop Skull Rock from the previous year, but lacks pictorical cohesion. Another
stereo view (figure 46), is equally awkwardwith a close up ofHayden and an aid
standing under the bridge which looms over their heads.
After these fitful starts, Jackson made a number of pictorially successful
viewswhich incorporate elements of the luminist landscape style. One of his most
successful 1870 views, and certainly hismost
'luminist' is his photograph entitled
On theSweetwater (figure 47). Here Jackson hasmasterfully placed his camera
so that all of the features before him are perfectly situated on the ground glass.
The view sweeps across the flat plains crowned by the rounded granite forms of
Twin Peaks off-set to the right in the background. Jackson framed a low horizon
linewhich establishes the even balance of landscape and sky characteristic of
78Hayden, "Report of F. V. Hayden," FourthAnnualReport, p. 22.
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the luministview. At the foot of the mountains Jackson has incorporated the
tents and wagons of the survey party to create a picturesque scene that, in a
painting, frequently would have been occupied by a cabin and a frontiersman at
work. Jackson placed a figure silhouetted in front of a small body ofwater at the
center of the composition across a grassy foreground.
While Jackson described the geologic features represented in the
photograph in the 1875 Descriptive Catalogue,79 the composition betrays a
conscious aesthetic arrangement based on the luminist style of the period. The
figure in the photograph is too far off in the distance to ever possibly be
identified. He is the generic western traveller contemplating the tranquil scene
and acting as the vehicle to transport the viewer to the same tranquil scene. The
body ofwater is actually a pool in the bend of the Sweetwater River as itmeanders
through the plain. Jackson skillfully placed his camera so that both the source
and continuation of the river in the composition are obscured and the pool
appears to be a small lake in the clearingwhich silhouettes the figure.
This view is quintessentially luminist and constitutes Jackson's nod to
Gifford's influence and the luminist style. However, compared to his views of the
Castellated Rocks and Natural Bridge, it underplays the geological representations
thatwould have been important to Hayden. Hayden would have found the view of
Twin Peaks valuable, but for scientific purposes he would need photographs that
featured the variation of the landscape they covered. Jackson was now
challenged to integrate Hayden's documentary needswith his own aesthetic
aspirations to create a personal photographic style.
79 "No. 86 Viewwest from above Devil'sGate, showing the valley of the Sweetwater,
with the Granite Ridges on the right, and on the left the level lake-like valley
stretching away to Seminole Mountains in the
distance." See Department of the
Interior, Descriptive CatalogueofthePhotographsofthe UnitedStatesGeological
SurveyoftheTerritoriesfor the Years1869 to 1875, Inclusive. Second Edition. W. H.
Jackson, Photographer. (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1875) p. 15.
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Jackson's view of Flaming Gorge on the Green River in southern Wyoming
(figure 48) is an excellent example of the way he integrated the important
geologic features into a pictorially pleasing composition. The gorge was cut
through amountain by the Green River revealing a huge brightly colored rock
face of brilliant red, yellow and purple stripes. Hayden described it as a "thick
bed of conglomerate . . composed of the rocks of the mountains, purplish
sandstones, quartzites. carboniferous limestones, and quartz."80 As Hayden
wrote, Jackson's photograph "will express its geological characters perfectly."81
Yet the photograph is far more than a documentary record.
Jackson pictured the rock gorge as the center point of a mass ofmountains
which sweep across the picture plane from right to left creating a solid
background in the composition. He positioned his camera on the bank of the
river so that the viewer sees the brilliantmountain side across a large body of
water,which reflects its stripes arcing like bold brushstrokes to the center of the
composition. In this view Jackson reduced the sky area somewhat but the rock
face and its reflection characterize the same strong horizontal effect. To the left
of the river another hill side rises up from its rocky bankwhere two figures and
a horse stand in the distance. In the foregound, the photographer included a
curved portion of the riverbank which compositionally anchors the position of
the viewer and echoes the curved lines on the far bank and the arches in the
gorge. Here, Jackson gives us a hint of how his personal style will look. He has
captured the visual information thatwas important to the scientists, and also made
an aesthetically pleasing composition.
Jackson continued to try to balance these two precepts for the duration of
the season. His photographs "West from Devil's
Gate" (figure 49) and "Green
80Hayden, "Report ofF. V. YLayten,'FourthAnnualReport, p. 65.
81Ibid.,p.64.
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River, Brown's Hole" (figure 50) show how he placed his camera to illustrate the
characteristic rock formations in the foreground, followed by a pleasing
landscape view of rivers and mountains in the background.
His "Badlands on Blacks Fork" (figure 51 ) illustrates the landscape of the
worn rock, but is rendered so that the light illuminates the rocks far into the
background. Another view, "Gilbert's Peak, UintahMountains" (figure 52) is
probably one of the last photographs Jackson made during the 1870 season. Here
he made another strongly luminist viewwhen he pictured the survey's
topographer HenryElliott, seated, atwork on a grassy and wooded bank before a
lake with snow-capped mountains in the distance.
At the close of the season Jackson travelled directly to Washington, D. C.
where final arrangements were made for his employment as official
photographer to the survey. He then returned to Omaha to wind up his affairs in
preparation for relocating to Washington and to print negatives from the
previous season.
Jackson was probably experienced enough by this time to have
successfully read his negatives in the field and to have gotten a sense ofwhat he
had captured on the plates. But he couldn't really study thework until he
returned to Omaha and made prints. Only thenwould he begin to see what a
season ofwork on the survey, side-by-side with an experienced landscape
painter, could produce. He would also begin to see, at this point, the interest that
his photographswould provoke as they began to circulate, and requests for
pictures began to increase.
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The 1870 season had turned out to be a period of experimentation for
Jacksonwhere a new purpose for his photographs made picture-making an end
in itself. For all the picture-makers, Elliott, Gifford and Jackson, the western
landscape as subjectmatter became their sole objective. And for Jackson
especially, there was freedom to determine how the pictorial information should
be organized.
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IV. Photography and Art. A New Style: With Moran in the
Yellowstone. 1871
During the 1870 season, Jackson learned from Gifford how to integrate the
conventions ofAmerican landscape painting into his photographic style.
Workingwith Gifford had helped to reawaken Jackson's aesthetic awareness and
inspired him to consider how these aesthetic issues could be explored in
photography. This intellectual stimulation continued during the 1871 season,
when Jackson encountered hismost important influence: the American landscape
painter ThomasMoran. Jackson andMoran spent the entire summer of 1871
working together in the Yellowstone Valleywhere each endeavored to picture the
wild landscape in their own medium. While in most cases thework they did in the
field bears little resemblance to each other, due largely to the dictates of their
respective mediums, they sought to express and celebrate their kindred emotional
responses to the western land.
Moran and Jackson formed a close friendship during their first summer in
the Yellowstone region. In terms of practicalities, Jackson, the seasoned
frontiersman, was helpful to the eastern artist on his first trip in the west and his
first travel on horseback. And in terms of theirwork, Jackson made photographs
requested byMoran, andMoran sharedwith Jackson his excitement over the
discovery of the Yellowstone landscape and the aesthetic challenges of picturing
it.
Unlike Gifford, Moran hadn't yet identified himselfwith a specific style of
landscape painting. During the 1871 trip he found in the Yellowstonewilderness
distinctive scenery thatmet his aesthetic needs. As he commented to a friend,
"Eastern mountains I have no use for. The Alleghenies are mountains to be sure,
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but they are covered with trees. The others in the East are just foothills."82
Moran was awed by the grandeur and brilliant colors he found in the Yellowstone
landscape and he shared his excitementwith his new companion. Jackson
recalled theirworking relationship when he modestlywrote in his
autobiography:
Moran became greatly interested in photography, and itwasmy good
fortune to have him atmy side during all that season to help me solve
many problems of composition. While learning a little from me, he
was constantly putting in far more than he took out.83
In 1871 Thomas Moran was thirty-fouryears old. Born in Lancashire,
England in 1837, he emigrated with his family to Philadelphia as a young boy.
Although Moran's fatherwas an industrialweaver, all of his sons became artists;
Edward, (1829 -1901) became amarine painter, John, (1831-1903) a landscape
photographer, and his younger brother, Peter, (1842-1914) awildlife painter. By
the 1860s theMoranswere one ofAmerica's foremost artistic families, expounding
among themselves and through art journals their influential artistic ideas and
theories.
After completing grammar schoolThomaswas apprenticed to the
engraving firm of Scattergood UTelferwhere his artistic skill soon won him a
promotion from engraver to illustrator. In addition, the young artist devoted
many hours to his own watercolor sketches and black and white drawingswhich
he first traded, then sold, to local bookstores.
Encouraged by his older brother Edward, and the sale of hiswatercolors,
Moran soon gained the confidence to pursue landscape painting. He decided to
terminate his apprenticeship and move into his brother's studio. With guidance
from Edward, and Edward's own mentor, the painter James Hamilton, young Moran
82Thurman Wilkins. ThomasMoran:Artistot theMountains (Norman: University of
OklahomaPress, 1966) p. 29.
83Jackson. TimeExposure, p. 201.
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excelled in painting.84 He travelled around the scenic countryside of
Philadelphia.along the Schuylkill andWissahickon Rivers, to the Delaware Water
Gap, and the SusquehannaRiver in search of the wild scenery that intrigued
him."
In the summer of 1860 Moran made his first extended trip out of
Philadelphia in search ofmagnificent scenerywhen he journeyed to the Pictured
Rocks of Lake Superior.86 Following this trip he made two study trips to Europe;
the first, to England in 1861 where he studied thework of hismentor J. M. W.
Turner. Familiarwith Turner's paintings from engravings he had collected in
the United States,Moran was unprepared for the brilliance of color that he would
find in the original paintings. He soon came to understand, however, thatTurner
usedwhatever aesthetic means necessary to achieve his desired expression. As
Moran wrote, Turnerwould "falsify the color of any object in his picture in order
to producewhat he considered a harmoniouswhole."87 Moran adopted this
theory in his ownwork and, rejecting those who thought of art as amere
transcription of nature, stood by his principle of artistic license to achieve
aesthetic expression.
Moran made his second trip to Europe in 1866 to study on the Continent.
Here he refined his aesthetic objectives through the study of othermasters such
asTurner's early influences, Claude Lorrain and Nicolas Poussin, and other
landscape masters such as the Swiss artist, Alexandre Calame. From these masters
Moran learned the construction of classic formal compositionswhich he later
incorporated into his own work.88
84Wilkins. ThomasMoran, p. 22-23-
"Ibid., p. 26.
86Ibid.,p.30-31.
87Ibid.. p. 37.
88Trenton and Hassrick, p. 180.
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During his stay in Paris, Moran travelled to Fontainebleauwhere he saw
the work of the French modernists known as the Barbizon School. While Moran
shared with these painters a devotion to nature as the essence of art, his interest
in compositional structure and dependence on line in developing form put him at
oddswith the loose composition of the pre-Impressionist style of the Barbizon
painters.89
Although Moran espoused aRuskinian faithfulness to nature, he did not
advocate an aesthetic style transcribed directly from the natural scene. He
believed in a faithfulness to nature as an aesthetic inspiration. One historian has
called him "a realistwith a romantic spirit."90 Moran characterized thiswhen he
commented about his paintings in later years :
I place no value upon literal transcripts from Nature. My general
scope is not realistic; all my tendencies are toward idealization. Of
course, all artmust come through Nature: I do not mean to depreciate
Nature or naturalism; but I believe that a place, as a place, has no
value in itself for the artist only so far as it furnishes the material
fromwhich to construct a picture. Topography in art is valueless 9 1
In thisway, Jackson andMoran made very different final compositions
despite theirworking from the same natural scene. Moran took libertieswith the
elements of the natural scene in arranging his compositions, something the
painter can do atwill. On the other hand, Jackson had toworkwith the natural
scene as it existed only composing his views through camera placement.
As a young painter,Moran continued to supplement his income bymaking
illustrations for books and magazines. He became acquainted with Richard
Watson Gilder, an influential editor of the new Scribner'sMagazine. Started in
1870, Scribner's Magazine was conceived as a competitor to the successful
89Wilkins. ThomasMoran, p. 49.
90Trenton and Hassrick, p. 195.
91George W. Sheldon. American Painters Enl. Ed. (New York: D. Appelton and Company,
1851) p. 124.
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Harper'sMagazine , and the editorswere determined to outdo their rivalwith
high quality wood engravings. Moran's skill and experience in illustration made
him a logical choice for employment by the new magazine and, in need of
Ulustrations for the first issue, Gilder enlisted his services.
With the post-war emphasis on the settlement of and travel to the
American west, magazine editors became interested in featuring these areas and
looked for special angles of coverage. Eye-witness accounts by reputable and
trustworthy explorerswere sought after in hopes of producing exciting feature
articles92 Western entrepreneur, state official, and sometime gold seeker,
Nathaniel P. Langford ofHelena,Montana, offered just such a story in his two-
part account of his travels through the Yellowstone valley in 1870. However, no
official artist accompanied the party, andwhen it came time to illustrate the
article Scribner's had to hire an artist to make drawings based on Langford's
descriptions and rough sketchesmade by one of the militarymembers of the
party. Gilder enlistedMoran to do the final sketches for the engravings.
To modern eyesMoran's pictures look rather ridiculous. He made the
Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone look, in the words ofWallace Stegner, "about
four feetwide and fourmiles deep, and several of mud volcanoes inwhich the
cones look as if they had been cut out of sheet metalwith tin shears"93 (figures
92See Aubrey L. Haines, The YeUowstoneStory:AHistoryofOurFirstNationalPark
vol. 1, (Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming: Yellowstone Library andMuseum
Association, 1977.) Although trappers and gold prospectors had been travelling in and
out of the Yellowstone valley for years, few believed the fantastic stories that these
travelers recounted. Unlike trappers, prospectors often recounted stories of the area to
local newpapers, but their stories were regarded as beyond belief. After a small party of
"educated"
men explored the area in 1869 (Folsom-Cook party, see Haines p. 94-100) one
of the nationalmagazines, most likely HarpersMonthly, (started in 1850) refused the
descriptive account by Cook because "they had a reputation that they could not risk
with such unreliable
mat ri l."(Haines, p. 101) According to Haines, the Western
MonthlyofChicago finally published the story in July, 1870.
93Wallace Stegner. BeyondtheHundredth Meridian:John WesleyPowellandtheSecond
Openingofthe West p. 178.
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53-54). But at that early date,who could know that the illustrations didn't
accurately represent the sites? As Thurman Wilkins pointed out, few believed the
amazing stories about the Yellowstone, it all sounded so fantastic and otherworldly
that incredulitywas the common reaction 94 "One reviewer."wrote Wilkins,
"blasted Langford as the champion liar of the Northwest, and readers reminded
the editors that the Scribner's prospectus had promised amoral tone, which
presumably ought to exclude plain lies.""
In spite of the relatively large number of primarily trappers and gold-
seekerswho had been through the Yellowstone valley between 1860 and 1870, the
accumulated information was never brought together to form an accepted body of
knowledge about the valley.96 The maps thatwere made of the region were
severely criticized by otherswho claimed to know the area,97 and prospectors
who recounted the wonders of the Yellowstone valley to newspaperswere
regarded more as exhibitionists and attention-seekers than reporters.98 By 1870,
the citizens ofHelena, Montana, the closest settlement to the Yellowstone area,
knew as little factual information about the valley as the residents of the eastern
states. But the persistent rumors of the naturalwonders kept interest alive.
The accounts of the 1870 expedition were widely circulated through
Langford's Scribner'sMagazine articles and a lecture-tour upon which he
94Wilkins, ThomasMoran, p. 58.
"Ibid.
96 As early as 1859 an expedition was commissioned, led by Captain W. F. Raynolds, to
chart the Yellowstone River from its source towhere it flows into the MissouriRiver.
Hayden accompanied this party as geologist. However, the party began too early in the
season and their passage into the valley was impeded by snow. See Haines, The
Yellowstone Story, for a detailed study of the history of the exploration of the area.
970ne of the earliestmapswas drawn by "Colonel" WalterWashington deLacy, a capable
forty-eight-year-old civil engineer and veteran ofmilitary duty in Mexico and the far
westwho led a group of prospectors through the Yellowstone valley area in summer of
1862. His MapoftheTerritoryofMontana withportionsoi'Adjoining Territories'was
first published in 1865. See Haines, p. 64-67.
98Haines. The YellowstoneStory, p. 82.
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embarked." Dr. Hayden attended Langford's first lecture on January 19, 1871 at
Lincoln Hall in Washington, D. C. and subsequently decided to reorient his 1871
survey to focus on the valley through which the Yellowstone River runs.
For his partMoran was fascinated by Langford's article and longed to see
the area himself. His search forwild landscape was persistent, and no amount of
travel in the east satisfied his needs. Sowhen he heard thatLangford planned to
visit the Yellowstone for a second time as a guest on the survey ofDr. Hayden, he
seized his opportunity. Langford had promised Scribner's another report on the
experience, andMoran expected to illustrate it. So, on June 7, 1871, Moran set out
on the train bound for VirginaCity,MontanaTerritory,100 where he wouldmeet
the survey party en route.
Moran and Jackson took an immediate liking to each other and quickly
settled in to the working method of the previous year,where the picture-makers
covered the territory at their own speedworking independently of the rest of the
survey. The photographer and the painter found that their concerns in
picturing the region were similar. Moran had a strong sense that hiswork ought
to transport the western scene to the viewer. Not in the sense of transcribing the
99 Langford's lecture tourwas financed by Jay Cooke, the principal stock-holder of the
Northern Pacific Railway Company, who took a great interest in the development of the
Yellowstone area. Cooke, or his representatives, can be found behind many of the
activities surrounding the exploration of the Yellowstone during this period. Langford
was in Cooke's employwhen he promoted the 1870 exploration of the Yellowstone, and
N.PJR JR. supported his lecture tour, which was terminated after only two presentations,
one in Washington, D.C. and one in New York City. (See Haines, p. 140) Cooke also loaned
ThomasMoran $500 to make his tripwith the Hayden Survey, (see Thurman Wilkins,
ThomasMoran, p. 58-59) and A. B. Nettleton, a Cooke represetative sentMoran offwith a
letter of introduction to Hayden. (Haines, p. 142) Cooke also invested in the promotion of
the idea ofmaking Yellowstone the first national park. Cooke's railroad had a great deal
to gain from the establishmentofYellowstone as a national park both as direct income
from tourists, and as away to guarantee rider-ship to prospective railroad investors.
(Haines, p. 141).
100Moran took the train to Green River station, then took a four day stagecoach ride to
VirginiaCitywhere he joined the Survey. Clark, p. 15.
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accurate scene, but through the artistic rendering, Moran felt, the viewer ought
to get a sense of the place. Moran illustrated this ideawhen he commented:
What I ask is to see aman s brains as evidenced in hiswork. I want to
know what his opinions are. He is the arbiter of his own pictures
and of nature. Zola's definitions of art exactly fillsmy demandswhenhe said that "art is nature seen through a temperament." The old idea
that art is best defined as "painting nature as it looks, not as it is,"
will not satisfy me. An artist's business is to produce for the
spectator of his pictures the impression produced by nature on
himself101
Through his photographic work Jackson became interested in a similar
expression of nature and like Moran, he constructed his views out of the elements
of the landscape before him.
Moran was familiarwith photography and its use for serious picture
making since his older brother John was awell-known landscape photographer
in Philadelphia and an outspoken advocate of its artistic possibilities. In the late
1850s. John Moran began to photograph scenes in the same rural areas around
Philadelphia that had interested his younger brother. 02 Raised in a family of
outspoken aesthetic theorists, John expressed his ideas about the aesthetic merits
of his medium of photography just as his brothers discussed painting. In
February 1865 John articulated his theoretical principles of photography in an
address to the Photographic Society of Philadelphia entitled "The Relation of
Photography to the Fine Arts." 03 Here he argued that photography ought to be
10 'ThomasMoran, "Knowledge a Prime Requisite in Art," Brush and Pencil, 12 (April
1903): 15.
102A number of stereographs by John Moran in the George Eastman House collection
depict artists out sketching the landscape. It is not clear to me at this point if these are
Moran's brothers or just friends. My inclination is to guess they are Edward or Thomas
Moran. In one view, "Summer Rambles, Frankford
Creek"
two men are looking through
a sketch book and it looks as though one painter is advising a younger one. In another
view entitled "Delaware River, from Prospect
Rock"
two men are looking at a snake, a
paint box and painter's stool are in the foreground. This same stool appears in "A
Sketch in the Woods-Spring
Time"
where a full-figure bearded gentleman (Thomas?)
shows a sketchbook to awoman. A number of other views include landscape painters at
work.
13PhiladelphiaPhotographer.vol. II (March 1865): 33-35.
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ranked'
among the fine arts because "its aim and end [are] one in common...It
speaks the same language and addresses itself to the same sentiments. It is our
simple and unselfish delight in the contemplation of nature,which is the
foundation of aU the beautiful or fine arts, andwhich distinguishes them from
science andmechanic
arts."104
John Moran wasmentioned often in the photographic press in America
andEurope for both the aesthetic and technical quality of his photographs, and
his theories on the medium. In the 1860s Edward L. Wilson, founder and editor of
the Philadelphia Photographer, regularly printedMoran'swritings on
photography and often selected his photographs to be featured in the frontispiece
to the monthly periodical.
In addition to using photography as an artistic medium, John Moran also
participated in government explorations. He joined the Selfridge expedition to
Panama in 1871 ", sailing justmonths before his brother Thomas would embark
for the west, and later, in 1874, he travelled to Tasmania as amember of a team of
photographers to photograph theTransit ofVenus. ' 06
When Jackson andMoran began to work together in picturing thewestern
landscape, Moran would have been familiarwith the aesthetic challenges faced
by the photographer. A comparison of the views of each of themagnificent
scenes thatMoran and Jackson chose to portray demonstrates their true
collaboration on this expedition. They agreed onwhat sites to picture in the
104Ibid..p.33.
10'Lt. Selfridge led an official expedition of the Isthmus ofDarien (Panama) to
determine the best route for a canal across the isthmus. The Surveywas conducted over
a number ofyears beginning in 1870. Timothy O'Suliivan accompanied the trip the first
year, and JohnMoran the second. See Thomas Oliver Selfridge, Reportsofthe
ExplorationsandSurveys toAscertain thePracticabilityot'a Ship-CanalBetween the
AtlanticandPacificOceansBythe Wayofthe IsthmusofDarien. (Washington:
GovernmentPrinting Office. 1874).
1 06"The Expedition for the Observation of the TransitofVenus, PhotographicTimes:
vol 4 (July 1874): 97-98.
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valley, usually those thatwere the most breathtaking. And theywere stimulated
by each other's attempts to portray these sites.
The firstmagnificent scenery that the survey came upon was the
Mammoth Hot Springs. Located at the northern-most entrance to the valley on
Gardiner's River, a tributary of the YeUowstone River, this valley of bubbling
reflective pools and brightwhite terraces was a fantastic discovery and a
significant challenge for the picture-makers.
Here Moran and Jackson began to work. Moran recorded the inspiring
features of the landscape in watercolor, and Jackson composed elegant views with
his 8x10 inch view camera and double barreled stereo camera. Moran's
excitement at the scenic opportunities that the area affordedwas unsuppressable.
He consulted with Jackson about the merits ofdifferentviews and the two often
worked from the same vantage point. AtMammoth HotSprings they chose a view
with the hot springs terraces in the foregroundwhich featured their unique
beauty and the distinctive button-topped' Bunsen Peak as a backdrop.
Jackson set up his camera so that he captured the hot springs cascades
with a specificity thatwould have delighted the survey specialists, and looked past
these to a deep horizon line and the peak in the far distance (figure 55). He made
a number of different views at the Hot Springswhich emphasize the beauty of the
scenerywithin the context of the valley (figures 56-57).
Moran composed his pictures by selecting details of the landscape that
interested him and, determining his own scale and depth of space, worked them
into a final composition. In MammothHotSprings, Yellowstone, 1872 (figure 58)
he took a narrow view and filled itwith the geologic features he wanted to
portray. He flattened the terraces of the hot springs pools in the foreground, and
made a prominent feature ofBunsen Peak in the background, diminishing the
deep space which characterizes Jackson's view of the same scene (figure 55).
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Both picture-makers were challenged by the unique features of the
Mammoth Hot Springs landscape, most notably the steamy atmosphere from the
hot springs and the brightwhite calcareous depositswhich highlighted the
landscape. These features lent an impression ofmystery and magic to the
landscape which they both tried to incorporate into their pictures.
The steamy atmosphere was probably a topic of discussion between
Jackson andMoran since both artists so self-consciouslymade it a part of their
pictures. In his most obvious nod to this feature of the landscape Jackson
enhanced one negative of a mud geyser in "Mud Geyser on the Yellowstone,
" 1871
(figure 59), by scratching lines in the negative to emphasize the steam spewing
forth. This extreme response to the atmosphere of the hot springs areamust not
have satisfied Jackson, nor the scientists on the survey, since he never tried this
touching up of the negative again. Nevertheless Jackson continued to
incorporate the atmosphere of the region into his original photographs of the
scenery. He did this since the atmospheric moisture was highly reflective and
needed to be considered in exposing the plates and because of the mysterious
quality it lent to the landscape scene.
Moran employed the steamy atmosphere as a device to obscurewhatwould
have been conventional spatial arrangements in his pictures. The traditional
arrangement of landscape paintinga formulaic structure of foreground,
middleground. and backgroundis obscuredwhen the picture plane is
accentuatedwith details such as atmospheric steam. Throughout the season
Moran used a thinwhite wash in hiswatercolors to create the ethereal feeling of
the steamy atmosphere that characterizes the Yellowstone
region. Moran made
use of this feature in his views ofMammoth Hot Springs and later in scenes from
along the Fire Hole River.
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In his stereoview ofMammoth Hot Springs (figure 57) Jackson depicted
Moran examining the brightwhite calcareous deposits in the landscape, another
feature that interested the picture-makers. Here, through the nature of his
medium, Jackson highlighted the brightwhite in the landscape andmanipulated
it as a counterpoint to the darker landscape. The high contrast characterizes the
swirling, bulbous aspect of the scenewhich Moran depicted in hiswatercolor of
theMinervaTerraces, Mammoth Hot Springs (figure 60). Moran adopted the use
of opaque white gouache in contrast to the transparency of the watercolor
medium to illustrate thewhite mineral deposits in the landscape. In both
compositions the brightwhite emphasized the picture plane limiting the illusion
of deep pictorial space and accentuating the geologic formations as elements in
the composition.
Another challenging scene atMammoth Hot Springswas the Liberty Cap,
an extinct geyser formation in the shape of a cone that protrudes from the
ground. Again each artist translated the natural scene into their own medium.
Moran rearranged the details of the scenewhile Jackson made a composition of
contrasting lights and darks to model his view (figures 61-62).
In his description of the region Hayden commented at some length on the
"wonderful transparency" of the water pools atMammoth Hot Springs saying they
surpassed anything he had seen anywhere. "The sky,with the smallest cloud that
flits across it," he wrote, "is reflected in its clear
depths..." 7 Jackson andMoran
were similarity impressed and arranged their views of the Liberty Cap springs so
that thewater pools with the column in the background are the main focus of the
composition. However, the artists used opposite color values to illustrate these
107HiramM. Chittenden. The YellowstoneNationalParkiSt. Paul, Minn: J. E. Haynes,
1895) p. 265.
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pools. The light reflected onto Jackson's plate made the pool appearwhite,while
Moran employed a darkwatercolorwash to illustrate the pool.
Again Moran demonstrated his independence from the arrangement of the
natural scene by relocating the Liberty Cap column into the foreground of his
view next to the pool,with a backdrop of the hill of hot springs terraces. Aswe
can see from Jackson's view of the scene the column stands much further back.
However Jackson is stiU able to give it a significant presence by iUustrating the
column and its reflection in the hot springs pool.
As the party continued up the Yellowstone River they came upon Tower
Creek and the magnificent columnswhich cover the cliff at the pointwhere the
river drops over 150 feet into the gorge below. The first of a series of spectacular
falls found in the Yellowstone, Tower Fallswas apparently a satisfying challenge
to the picture-makers and they continued to pursue the stylistic avenues they had
initiated atMammoth Hot Springs.
The distinguishing feature of these falls, located east ofMammoth Hot
Springs on a tributary of the Yellowstone River, are the columnar basaltswhich
tower around the falling water. Jackson pictured Tower Falls from a distance
capturing the majestic towers among the trees and the veil of fallingwater
(figure 63-64). He recounted at some length the technical problems he faced in
photographing these falls. "At the pointwhere the stream drops into the gorge
the view is
magnificent,"
wrote Jackson, "but recording it on glass plate from
the bed beneath turned out to be my biggest photographic problem of the
year."'8 Jackson solved the problem by setting his camera up at the bottom of
the gorge, and scrambling down the sharp cliffswith the wet glass plate to make
exposures, and then back up to process them. "Four round trips gave me the
108Jackson. TimeExposure, p. 199.
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desired number of negatives,
' he recalled, "a full half dayswork, making a stiff
price in labor for the onesubject."109
Judging from the number of sketches Moran made at the site and the
frequencywithwhich he came back to the subject in later years, Tower Fallswas
an especially provocative scene for the painter. While Jackson chose to illustrate
the broad view ofTower Falls, Moran earnestly eliminated what he regarded as
superfluous details to focus on the one formation of interest to him. Moran edited
the scene extensively, ignoring the numerous trees and rocks that Jackson
captured, to concentrate on the distinctive rock formation ofDevil's Hoof (figure
65). He did a number of watercolor sketches in 1871 and in later years a final
watercolor and an etching of the scene (figures 66-67).
Therewere many otherwaterfall sceneswhich Jackson andMoran came
upon during the 1871 summer. Both the Upper and Lower Falls of the Yellowstone
River (figures 68-69), located north ofwhere the river empties into Yellowstone
Lake, and nearby Crystal Falls (figures 70-71) offered subjectmatter for
numerous pictures by each artist.
A comparison of the
artists'
views ofCrystal Falls again exemplifies the
similarity of vision that both shared and the unique aesthetic interpretation of
the scene by each artist. Both views demonstrate an awareness of pictorial form
in theway that thewhite of the falls is set off by the darker rocks. Moran again
exaggerated the featureswhich compose Jackson's photograph. For example, he
moved in closer on the falls, and picked out and enlarged the rock in the
foreground. In Jackson's view the verticality of the falls is accentuated by the
fallen trees to the left of the river. Conversely, Moran used one of these trees in
the foreground in an almost horizontal position as a counter balance to
the
109Jackson. PioneerPhotographer p 112.
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extreme verticality of his view. Both artists constructed a spatially shallow
composition with a high horizon line thus creating an intimate experience of
these falls for the viewer.
Otherwonders captivated the picture-makers'attention as they travelled
through the Yellowstone area. Each artist gave special attention to the
magnificent geysers. Moran made numerous sketches of the Great Blue Spring of
the Lower Geyser Basin and Jackson photographed the Castle, Grotto, Giant,
Giantess, and Old Faithful geysers (figures 72-74).
The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstonewas another provocative site for the
picture-makers. The brilliant golden colors of the canyon overwhelmedMoran
who rather regretfully commented, "these beautiful tints are beyond the reach of
human art."' * But the painter perseveredwith sketches and notations (figures
76-77) and upon his return to his studio created hismagnificent oil painting The
GrandCanyon ofthe Yellowstone (figure 75). Judging from the woodcut that
Moran hadmade of the canyon the previous year for the first Scribner's
Magazine article (figure 53) it is easy to imagine how impressed he would have
been bywitnessing the real place.
Jackson too must have been impressedwith the distinctive coloring of the
canyon. He again took a broad view of the scene and carefully placed his camera
with the sun in a specific location so that he could illustrate the
"gold-tipped"
effect of the rock formations in the canyon (figure 78).
Jackson not only learned fromMoran about how to compose his views, but
also how the medium of photography could be used to illustrate nature in an
expressive way. He began to see how the apparent limits of photography could be
manipulated to achieve a unique, photographic expression of the landscape. If he
1 10Clark. ThomasMoran, p. 18.
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couldn't illustrate the color exactly, he could look for the best source of light to
suggest its brilliance. Likewise, if he couldn't compose his view by adding and
eliminating elements as a painter could, he could control the placement of his
camera, and again use light and shadow to exaggerate and alternately diminish
the effect of certain elements.
During the summer of 1871, Jackson became aware of the merits of
photography for picture-making thatwere unique to the photographic medium.
He established his preference for a photographic style that stepped back to reveal
the broad view emphasizing the grandeur of the wilderness. In thisway his
compositionswere always a kind of travel image illustrating for the viewer the
mysteries, excitement, and beauty of the uncommon. His sceneswere always
illuminated by bright light, achieved by photographing in the middle of the day
when the sun was high and casting few shadows in the landscape.
Jackson worked on a grand scale, and thiswas very likely a direct
influence ofMoran. He started out in 1869working in both 8 x 10 inch format and
with a stereo camera, formats related more to the tourist trade. He continued with
this format through 1871. However, when he returned to the Yellowstone in 1872,
after his firstyear therewith Moran, he increased his format to 1 1 x 14 inches,
and the following year, 1873,when he visited the Colorado Rockieswith Hayden,
he moved to his biggest format of 20 x 24 inches. While it is possible that the
economics of photograph sales and equipment purchasesmay have influenced
Jackson's choice of format, it is difficult to discount the influence ofMoran's use
of the huge format to capture the breadth of thewestern landscape.
During the latter part of the 1871 Yellowstone trip Jackson began to
stretch the conventional limits of photography. The first indication of this is in
Jackson's views ofYellowstone Lake. Here Jackson andMoran continued to select
the same vantage point and make personal interpretations of the scene. For
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example, Jackson's "Yellowstone Lake Where the River Leaves It." (figure 79) and
Moran's "Springs on the Border of Yellowstone Lake," (figure 80) are from the
same vantage point and illustrate the now familiar interpretations of each artist.
Moran very likely used Jackson's view as the basis for his illustration in
Scribner's Magazine the following year (figure 81).
After making this first view however, Jackson made a dramatic departure
from the format of traditonal painting and made a five-part contiguous panorama
ofYellowstone Lake. > 1 Captioned "Yellowtone Lake-A Bird's Eye Panoramic
View,"
Jackson placed his camera on themountain range and moved it laterally
exposing five separate views of the lake which/when placed side-by-side, form a
panoramic view of the scene (figures 82-86).
Moving into the panoramic formatmust have seemed like a natural next
step for Jackson. He was by no means the first to employ this kind of sequential
photography. In the United States, the tradition began in daguerreotypy and
continued through photography of the CivilWar. Jackson s own mentor A. J.
Russell employed the method in his railroadwork (figures 87-89). It seems likely
that once the photographer had arrived at the decisions that Jackson had
namely to picture the grand view of the landscape he would feel a conflict
between the expanse before his eye and the comparatively limited view on the
ground glass andwould look forways to expand this pictorial space. Using
numerous photographs to depict one scene was one way to expand the view.
Choosing a larger format for his camerawas another. Jackson did both.
1 * ' The panoramic format had significant influence in painting andwas the basis for
the grand style thatMoran pursued in his large paintings. However, Jackson's use
here, I believe, stems from the use of this construct by his immediate predecessors in
photography, particularly those working during the Civil War such as A. J. Russell,
George Barnard and John Gibson.
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Pictorially the contiguous panorama format satisfied Jackson since he
continued to use it in following years listing six groups in the Descriptive
Catalogue for 1872; two with 11 x 14 inch plates, and fourwith 8 x 10 inch plates.
In 1873 asmany as eleven groups are listed, ten 11 x 14 inch, and one 5x8
inch.H2
During the 1871 season Jackson's sensibilities about his photography and
what it should express had completely changed. His preference for documenting
thewest through the isolated monuments of the region gave way to employing a
view that captured the broad panorama of the landscape in an expressive form.
Through these photographs Jackson illustrated a region thatwas a perfect
metaphor for how Americans came to regard the western landscape: a place to get
away to, a landscape thatwelcomed those whowere willing to receive the riches
of the majestic wilderness. It is these grand views with which Jackson would
become most identified in later years (figures 92-94). His "Exit of the
Yellowstone"
(figure 90) and "Mounts Doane and
Stevenson" (figure 91 ). taken at the close of
the 1871 season, indicate how hismature photographic stylewill look. The views
are taken from a high vantage point illustrating mountainous landscapes that
seem to continue forever inviting the visitor to venture forth to explore the
mysteries that lie beyond the next summit.
1 12Jackson. DescriptiveCatalogue. 1875. p. 36, 37, 40-42, 51-52, 54-58, 60, 62.
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Conclusion
Jackson wasn t the only photographer to explore the westwith his camera
in the late 1870s, with orwithout the sponsorship of a national survey, but for a
number of reasons Jackson is the best known of the survey photographers. He
lived to be almost one hundred years old, which meant that during the 1920s and
30s, when an interest in westward exploration was revived, Jackson was the only
survey photographer still around to tell his story. And, he photographed some of
the most dramatic scenery in the American west; the Yellowstone Valley, the
Grand Tetons, the Colorado Rockies, and the Indian lands of the southwest.
Yet itwas Jackson's photographs that established his popularity. His views
most closely reflected American attitudes toward the wilderness. More than any
otherwestern landscape photographer of his generation, Jackson'swork
represents the changing attitude toward thewildernesswhich occurred in the
1870s.
In the late 1860s Jackson came to photography as an explorer sharingwith
his public the visual document of what he discovered in the western landscape.
The region was new and strange. Itwas regarded both as a place of new wonders
and a place of richness to be exploited by those who would undertake to do so. It
was to be mined, harvested, and developed for the country's profit. In a short
period of time however, during the 1870s, this attitude changed. Withwestern
settlement the people of the United States recognized the limits of the frontier.
Thewilderness was becoming scarce and therefore acquiring a new value.
Jackson's views preserved the image of the majestic, untouchedwilderness that
had become an importantmythical symbol to Americans.
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Jackson s photographic style developedwith this transformation. In the
late 1860s he employed a style based on his clientele's desire to consume the
region, to come to know it through pictures. But through his relationship with
Sanford R. Gifford and ThomasMoran, Jackson learned to appreciate the aesthetic
value of the wilderness and to integrate that into his photographs.
By using photography to create this expression, Jackson brought the
artistic American landscape image to a new class of consumers and sanctioned the
natural scene for public appreciation in an entirely newway through the
democratic'
art of photography, Whereas in the past the aesthetic value of the
wildernesswould have occurred in painting to be enjoyed by the wealthy,
initiated few, it now happened in photography and could be by
everyone. It is no accident that one result of this popular awareness of the land
was the setting aside of the Yellowstone region for a national park to be enjoyed
by ail those who made the trip.
After his first trip to the Yellowstone valley, Jackson continued to make
photographs for over fifty years, still picturing the grand view of the scenes he
chose to represent. He stayed with Hayden's survey until 1879 when the various
surveyswere organized into one agency under the U.S. Geological Survey. He
then returned to Denverwhere he opened a gallery, continued to photograph
throughout the RockyMountains, worked on commission for a number of
railroads, and made a photographic trip around the world. In 1898 he moved to
Detroit, Michigan and merged his negative file with the Photochrome Company,
later incorporated as the Detroit Publishing Company under his management.
The company issued many of Jackson's famouswestern
views in color
photolithographs. Late in life Jackson was celebrated as an American explorer
and commissioned to paint a series of canvases depicting the overland
journies he
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remembered from his youth when he bullwhacked across the country. Jackson
died at the age of ninety-nine on June 30th, 1942.
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